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ABSTRACT 
 
Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in Thailand that develop and manufacture 
electrical and electronic products are among other SMEs in the world meeting increasingly 
stringent legal and customer requirements related to environmental issues. Obstacles for the 
SMEs around the world to meet these requirements are almost the same in form of lack of 
knowledge, budget and resources. The differences between SMEs in Thailand and SMEs in 
the EU, Japan or even Korea are that these countries have been developed the eco-design 
concept and SMEs have been involved in eco-design activities for many years. This process 
and activities are new both for the SMEs and for the supporting institutes and organisations in 
Thailand. Thailand has just started to build up the infrastructure to support the SMEs to 
implement the eco-design concept and to work more with product related environmental 
issues. The focus right now for the SMEs in this research is to comply with the EU Directives, 
RoHS and WEEE, and this is where the main investments are made, e.g. in order to be able to 
export to the demanding EU market. 
 
This research is investigating what kind of environment demands that SMEs in Thailand that 
develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products have on their products, how they 
handle these requirements and also what obstacles there are for implementing a more product 
related environmental concept, also known as eco-design, Design for the Environment (DfE), 
Green Design or Environmentally Oriented Design. A research in form of interviews and 
factory visits has been done with five different SMEs in Thailand. These five SMEs have also 
participated in the first official eco-design projects in Thailand with funding from the 
government in Thailand and also some from the EU. Interviews have been conducted with 
involved parties in these project such as institutes and experts provided by Universities. These 
interviews were made in order to get their opinion and experience about the present situation 
for SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products to work 
with product related green issues. 
 
The research shows that these companies have the possibilities and conditions to work further 
on with the eco-design concept in the future. Their participation in the eco-design projects has 
been a good experience and there is evidence of strong support from the management and 
owners, environmental awareness, pro-active work and motivation among the companies. The 
obstacles are as mentioned above concerning lack of resources, knowledge and experience of 
how these environmental demands and requirements will affect the product development 
process. This lack of experience depends mostly on the fact that these eco-design projects are 
the first projects in this field for the companies. These five companies have now built up a 
fundamental knowledge but are still in need of further support. The communication between 
the SMEs and supporting parties are important and also one factor these five companies think 
is functioning well.  
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1 Introduction  
 
Today the development times for electrical and electronic products have decreased and new 
products are flowing out on the global market. The high innovation, development and 
availability of electronic products cause that many such products are now associated with a 
“throw-away society”. With more outsourcing and contract manufacturing migrating to 
South-East Asia there will be increasing requirements for suppliers to become more aware of 
environmental issues, especially product related aspects related to reduced toxicity, material 
reduction, energy efficiency and increased recycling. 
 
The new EU Directives, Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances (RoHS) and 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) are now a reality for the electrical and 
electronic manufactures who want to sell their products to the EU market. Many of these 
manufactures are situated in South-East Asia and are also using Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs) from that part of the world as suppliers. Presently these countries do not 
have their own legislation similar to the new EU legislations. These manufactures and 
suppliers are now facing new environmental demands and requirements from their customers 
and the market to be able to export to the EU and other demanded markets, e.g. Japan, and it 
is also more common that supplier selection of major Original Equipment Manufactures 
(OEMs) now frequently considers the environmental profile of a supplier. As multinational 
electrical and electronic companies make their supply chain ‘green’, non-compliant suppliers 
will be or have been eliminated from major supply chains and markets. For SMEs in Thailand 
that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products this situation is relatively new 
for them and they have low knowledge and resources to handle these new requirements. 
 
In the last two decades the eco-design concept has been developed by researchers, companies 
and institutions. Eco-design is a global approach and nowadays contains numerous tools, 
techniques and methodologies. Many green product developers have now access to these 
methods and tools which can support them in the integration of environmental issues during 
the product design process. Unfortunately, environmental innovations usually originate in 
large manufacturing firms, while most SMEs are still considered as reluctant to embrace eco-
design initiatives. Those SMEs who take the initiative and have the motivation to work with 
eco-design have problems because of lack of knowledge, resources and experience.  
 

1.1 Objectives and aim 
The objectives of this research is to give important basic fact about the situation for SMEs in 
Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products, in meeting and 
handling new product related environmental demands and requirements from their customers 
and the market. The research will be a part of The Asia eco-design Electronics (AEDE) 
project* and also be used for a comparing research with Swedish SMEs.  
 
Seven main Research Questions (RQs) have been formulated to be investigated in the 
research: 
 
                                                 
* The Asia eco-design Electronics (AEDE) project aims to support electronics companies in Asia that are 
required to meet increasingly stringent legal and customer requirements related to environmental and social 
issues from the EU, Japan and the US.  
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RQ1. What sort of demands and requirements and in particular environmental demands 
do SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic 
products have on their products and components from their customers, market and 
other interested parties? How are their relative importance and how are demands 
formulated, i.e. quantified and followed up? In this question it is interesting to see 
how the companies experience the demands and how they rank and prioritize them. 

RQ2. How do SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic 
products handle demands and requirements and in particular environmental 
demands on their products and components? Here it is interesting to see what sort 
of actions and preparedness these companies have faced and are at present 
working with. 

RQ3. How are product related environmental demands on products and components 
affecting the product development process at SMEs in Thailand that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products? Here it is interesting to see if there 
is an understanding and knowledge about this which is important when working 
with eco-design. 

RQ4. What methods and tools for product development and product related 
environmental work is the SMEs using and how are they using them? (How are the 
results from the use of methods and tools utilized, i.e. how is the decision 
management process?) Here it is interesting to see what methods and tools the 
companies are using for product development and for eco-design and how they are 
using them. It is also interesting to know their comments and thoughts about the 
methods and tools. 

RQ5. What sort of user demands and needs do the SMEs in Thailand that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products have on methods and tools in 
general and on eco-design methods and tools in particular? In order to find methods 
and tools that can be helpful and suitable for the SMEs when working with eco-
design it is important to know their specific needs and conditions.  

RQ6. What are the advantages, disadvantages and obstacles for the SMEs in Thailand 
that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products when 
implementing the eco-design concept? It is important to investigate the obstacles 
that the companies have experienced and why they occurred, to be able to do 
further research and to find solutions. It is also important to emphasise the 
advantages and the benefits to encourage further product related environmental 
work.  

RQ7. What kind of support and help in working with product related environmental work 
is available for the SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and 
electronic products? If the research shows that the SMEs are having problems with 
the above research questions, it is interesting to see what kind of help and support 
they have access to.  

 
The aim with this study is that the research results can improve the knowledge and the 
understanding of how SMEs in Thailand, developing and manufacturing electrical and 
electronic products. How they are working with environment aspects and eco-design in their 
product development process and what the obstacles are for doing that. The results of the 
research can be useful for many different parties. For example Swedish companies and other 
companies who are planning on doing business with SMEs in Thailand, or who presently are 
doing it, can use the results to easier make environmental demands on their manufactories.  
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1.2 Delimitations 
In this research, a number of delimitations have been made. Some of them deliberately made 
in order to decrease the extent of the report. 

 The research covers SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and 
electronic products primarily in the Bangkok region.  

 The eco-design concept is a global approach containing several methods and tools. 
The report only focuses on the methods and tools that are relevant for this research. 
However there are more tools and methods available today that are not explained in 
full details in the report. 

 The product related environmental concept is relatively new for SMEs in Thailand that 
develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products. This can result in 
difficulties to collect enough of quality data. Five SMEs were participating in the first 
official eco-design projects and were considered to have the fundamental knowledge 
and conditions to be the studying objects for this research. 

 Interviews were only made with one respondent at each SME. This respondent was the 
research and development manager or similar at the company and was considered to 
have the best knowledge about product related environmental work and green issues. 

 The research focuses on how the companies are working, e.g. methods, tools, 
obstacles etc. and their products are not studied in details.  

 

1.3 Report structure 
In order to facilitate for the reader it is here presented how the report is structured. 
 
Chapter 1 is an opening chapter and gives an introduction to the report for the reader. Here the 
delimitations, research questions and the aim with the research are presented.  
 
Chapter 2 is a method chapter and consists of information about how the research was 
prepared. Here the method theory is explained and the choice of research method and tools 
are presented. 
 
Chapter 3 consists of theoretical framework regarding the report subject. This theory is an 
important background and considered relevant for the understanding of the research result and 
discussion.  

 
In Chapter 4 the research results are presented while Chapter 5 is the discussion part that is 
built up from the results and the literature study. The conclusions can be found in Chapter 6 
and these are made from the result and discussions. 
 
Chapter 7 contains recommendations and further needs of research regarding the research 
result. The Appendix refers to these recommendations and here the reader can find more 
material and theory.  
 
Chapter 8 is the bibliography containing all the references used in the report. The references 
are separated into literature references and Internet references. Note that information about the 
respondents and research companies can be found in Chapter 4.  
 
There are references in the text that refer to authors, articles and reports and there are also 
references to other chapters in the report. 
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2 Method  
 
In this chapter the research method and methodology are described and the choice of 
research methods and tools. Also the reliability and validity aspect is brought up and 
evaluation of the sources is made.  

2.1 Research strategy  
To be able to find the answer to the research questions a research strategy is needed. This 
strategy contains different kinds of methods and tools to carry out the research. The choice of 
tools and research methods are important for a high reliability and validity of the collecting 
data and material. It is also important to critically examine the material that is collected in a 
research. 
 
The research strategy of this thesis was to start with the selections of studying objects and 
gather some background information about them and thereafter decide which the research 
questions were going to be. Interview questions have been made on the basis of an extensive 
research from relevant literature in the eco-design field. The results from the interviews and 
other ways to collect data have then been analyzed and the most important results have been 
discussed. Finally some conclusions have been made from the results connected to the 
research questions. Also some recommendations have been given and also different kind of 
proposals for further research is summarized. 
 

2.2 Research methods 
In research there are often two types of methods used to collect data: qualitative and 
quantitative methods. Quantitative methods mean usage of measurements, quantifying by help 
of mathematics and statistics. Quantitative methods lead to numerical observations and are 
one way communication. Qualitative methods do not use numbers or statistics. With 
qualitative methods a lot of data from a few studying objects can be received. (Gunnarson, 
2002)  
 
The advantage in using a qualitative method in a research is that the method will take into 
account the overall picture in a way that the quantified method can not. The quantified 
methods are easier to work with and fewer resources are needed. (Gunnarson, 2002) 
 
Other methods and tools that can be used are different kinds of experiment, for example 
physical experiments. An experiment is a controlled process which is observed scientifically. 
The purposes with experiments are to test hypothesis, theories or constructions to be able to 
confirm or reject them. There is often an attempt to clarify and explain a functional 
connection or causation. In experiments one object or situation are influenced in such a way 
that a typical effect can be registered. (Swedish National Encyclopedia, 2006) 
 
When using a special technique for collecting data the collecting data can be either primary or 
secondary. Primary data is data that the researcher collects by himself for example through 
interviews, questionnaires and tests. Secondary data is data that are collected by other 
persons, researchers, and institutions for example literature, documents and articles. 
(Andersen, 1998) 
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2.2.1 Chosen research method 
The research questions requires an overall picture how SMEs in Thailand that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products are working with product related 
environmental work. The questions also require a deeper and more qualitative understanding 
how they are working with the product development process and how they are handle new 
environment demands on their products and components.  
 
To receive quality and deeper understanding the case study were chosen as a study attempt. 
The purpose with case studies is to get an understanding of the overview of what to be 
studying (Denscombe, 2000) and can therefore bee seen as a qualitative method. Research 
that requires a deeper understanding, here case studies, contains few studying objects with a 
majority of research questions that are studied more carefully (Wiedersheim, 1997). 
 
The objective of this research and the fact that quality data is the primary target result in no 
needs of quantitative method, at least not in the beginning. Quantitative methods could be 
used in a later stage to collect data by questionnaires and a larger amount of respondents 
could be used. There were no plans to do any physical experiments during the research 
because it was considered to not have any functional use for this kind of research. 
 
Selection of study objects and respondents 
It is important to choose the right kind of objects to study and respondents to be able to carry 
out the research. The eco-design concept and product related environmental work are 
relatively new for SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic 
products, for that reason it was important to find objects to study that at least had some 
fundamental knowledge. To study the product development process it is also important that 
the participating companies' product development departments are situated at the same place 
as the manufacturing to facilitate the research. Five SMEs that had that kind of knowledge 
and also complied the other requirements were chosen to be a part of the first official eco-
design projects with funding from the Thai government and also from the EU (see Appendix 
3). These five SMEs were then chosen to be the studying objects for this research.  
 
The respondents were chosen in consideration by their positions at the companies. The 
respondents from the SMEs were the research and development managers, quality assurance 
manager and head of the engineering department. These people were the companies 
represents in the eco-design projects and they where considered to have the best knowledge 
about the situation at the companies. These people have an important position between the 
company management and the engineers in the product development department and the 
workers in the production. In addition, respondents from different kind of institutes, and 
Universities that were participating in the eco-design projects were chosen because of their 
expertise and experience. 
 

2.2.2 Interviews 
Because of the selection of studying objects there was a need of receiving a lot of data from a 
few studying objects to be able to receive an overall picture of the research companies product 
related environmental work. Qualitative interviews were chosen to collect primary data. 
”Technically, the qualitative research interview is “semi-structured”; it is neither a free 
conversation nor highly structured questionnaire” (Lindahl, 2005).  
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With semi-structure interviews there is an opportunity to adjust the sequence of the questions 
and the respondents could develop their ideas and spoke in great detail about different topics. 
It is important to keep in mind that the author of this Master of Science thesis grew up in a 
western country and therefore have a western perspective of seeing and understanding 
situations and problems. This difference in cultural background can also cause problems such 
as interpreting situations and questions which can be understood differently from the 
interviewer’s and the respondent’s perspectives. Kvale (1983) defines the qualitative research 
interview as follows: 
 
“An interview, whose purpose is to gather descriptions of the life-world of the interviewee 
with respect to interpretation of the meaning of the described phenomena” 
 
By using qualitative research interviews, the researcher is always present during the time of 
the interview. This makes it possible to give the interview person instructions and guide him 
or her through the interview and there is a minor chance that interview questions will be 
misunderstood.  
 

2.3 Reliability and validity 
The concepts reliability and validity are used for all data collecting strategies. Validity 
measures the things that are relevant in the context and reliability measure it in a reliable way. 
There should always be an attempt in trying to reach a high validity and reliability in a 
research. (Gunnarson, 2002) 
 
There are two important rules about reliability and validity: 

1. High reliability do not guarantee high validity 
2. High validity assume high reliability 

 
Reliability can cause problems in qualitative studies because the conclusions which are made 
could be affected by the investigator’s own interpreting and generalizing capacity. Comparing 
to quantitative studies, there is a larger risk in qualitative studies that other researchers are 
reaching different conclusions. (Gunnarson, 2002) 
 
To increase the validity in the interviews, much time was spent by the author to formulate the 
right questions to receive the right answers. The environment issues were not mentioned in 
the beginning of the interviews to avoid the direct connection between product development 
and environment. The author wanted to know about the interviewed companies’ product 
development process before the questions about eco-design reached the table. The answers 
were after the interviews transcribed and sent by e-mail to the respondents. The respondents 
where then asked to read it through and see if the answers were correctly transcribed from the 
recorded interview. The respondents were also asked to add some answers if they had figured 
out more answers to the interview questions. By letting the respondents read through the 
interview answers, the answers and the collected data were made more valid. 
 

2.4 Evaluation of the sources 
A critical inspection of used resources should always be made when there is a risk that they 
can contain, for example, personal influence, subjective or wrong data. Sources can be more 
or less useful depending on how they will be used and in which purpose. Secondary data are 
often biased by the data collector’s own values and perspectives. The data from for example 
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articles are often summarized and it can then be difficult to see what method and the quantity 
of data the author have been used. The author of the articles can also influence the material 
from the beginning with his or her own values. (Skoglund and Svensson, 2002) 
 
During the literature search and collecting of the data there has been an attempt to consider: 

 Who is the author 
 The purpose of the publication 
 If the author is connected to a certain organisation for example, Universities 
 When the article was published 
 If the data is up to date 

 

2.4.1 Verbal resources 
The collected data for this research are mainly from verbal resources, i.e. interviews. There 
has not been any consideration in for example how the respondent is using body language. 
There is a chance that respondents from the SMEs may have wanted to give a positive picture 
of their companies even if that is not the case. Other factors that can affect the reliability and 
the result could be the respondent’s frame of mind. For example; the respondent could have 
had “a bad day” or be under stress which can have had an effect on the interview.  
 

2.4.2 Written resources 
Most of the written sources are literature from the studies at the University of Linköping, 
Master of Science in Electronics Design Engineering and are considered to be reliable and up 
to date. It should be mentioned that the authors of the literature are mainly from the Western 
part of the world.  
 

2.4.3 Internet 
Internet, where articles, reports and other material can be found is also a source to collect 
data. However, it is very difficult today to control all the material that the Internet offers. 
“With the Internet it seems more difficult to have a clear picture and make a judgement of the 
state of knowledge than ever” (Leth and Thurén, 2000). Due to this fact, it is important to 
examine the material in a critical way by asking oneself questions about the objectivity, the 
authors, resources and contemporary.  
 
The eco-design concept is a relatively new concept for many players on the international 
market, especially for the SMEs. There have been much research done in recent years about 
the eco-design concept and there are also many reports available about successful stories of 
implementing the eco-design concept. For that reason many organisations and institutes that 
are working with the eco-design concept offer information and reports about eco-design on 
the Internet to reach as many actors as possible.  
 
The major parts of the information found in articles and reports have been published from 
known organisations such as the EcoDesignARC which is organised by the Fraunhofer 
Institut Zuverlässigkeit und Mikrointegration (IZM), Berlin, Germany and financed by the 
European Commission. Moreover, the official homepages belonging to the European 
Commission and the International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) have been used as 
resources. 
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3 Theory  
 
This chapter describes the background of the eco-design concept, life cycle thinking and the 
integration of environmental aspects in the product development process. Further on eco-
design methods and tools are presented, the benefits with implementing eco-design concept 
and stakeholders, driving powers and steering tools are described.  

3.1 Life cycle thinking 
SMEs are seen as an important driver of innovation and also for the export growth for 
countries around the world. The high innovation, development and availability of electrical 
and electronic products mean that many such products are now associated with the throw-
away society when consumers are buying new products more often. An electrical and 
electronic product placed on market today has often been made from a variety of globally 
sourced and manufactured parts and raw material, which perhaps already have travelled 
several times around the world. Because of the complexity of electrical and electronic devices 
they contain a large variety of materials, some known as hazardous for humans and the 
environment. If also considering the growth of number of people in the world and the 
developing countries industrializing and attempt to reach higher living standard, it requires a 
huge effort to develop technique and products that are more environmentally sustainable.  
 
During the year from 1970 to 1990, the environment improvements and work were more 
about reducing discharge from the production processes, i.e. the manufacturing of the 
products. These strategies were only focusing on avoiding or minimizing potential 
environmental impacts without considering the design of products. To use a medical 
metaphor: “This traditional approach alleviates the symptoms without addressing the reasons 
of the illness” (Schischke et al., 2005). During 1990’s, this kind of view, were expanded. A 
discussion started with an attempt to decrease the environmental impact by better design of 
the products and with another way of thinking. Instead of seeing the product as only a product 
that leaves the factory, a new focus on the product’s life cycle started. The term “life cycle” 
has been defined according to ISO 14040 (1997) as “Consecutive and interlinked stages of a 
product system, from raw material acquisition or generation of natural resources to the final 
disposal”. The life cycle starts with resources taken from nature, goes on to the production of 
materials and product/component manufacturing processes, the use and maintenance of a 
product, and concludes at the end-of-life stage ("cradle to grave" approach). Here the 
“product” refers to any goods or service. Life cycle thinking takes into account all the 
environmental aspects that occur in the complete life cycle of a product. These include energy 
consumption, materials application, chemical substances, durability, reusability and the ability 
to recycle, packaging, transport, etc.  
 
The traditional view in product development contains the assembling and using phase. With a 
life cycle thinking the responsibility of the product development has expanded to contain the 
whole life cycle of a product (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Global approach – Life cycle perspective (Lindahl and Tingström, 2003) 
 
The boxes in figure 4 represent different processes that are included in a products life cycle. 
Across the different boundaries of the processes flow not only products but also information. 
The Figure 1 is simplified and in reality the connections between different stages are 
considerably more complex. (Lindahl and Tingström, 2003) 
 
By having a life cycle thinking the risk of sub-optimisation is reduced. Sub-optimisation 
occurs when optimising of one or more stages in for example a process without considering 
the total performance of the process. Avoiding sub-optimisation could mean that the 
performance of one or other different parts decrease when the total performance of the whole 
process increases. Sub-optimisation should be avoided but is relatively common in complex 
systems which could be difficult to overview. (Rydh et al., 2002) 
 

3.2 The eco-design concept  
From the life cycle thinking, the eco-design concept has been developed. The life cycle 
thinking is the heart of eco-design. Eco-design (also known as Design for the Environment 
(DfE), Green Design or Environmentally Oriented Design) is a powerful concept that enables 
businesses to improve their environmental performance through the reduction of the 
environmental impacts of their products, processes and services. 
 
Definition: eco-design  
Eco-design is the integration of environmental considerations at the design phase, considering 
the whole product life cycle from raw materials acquisition to final disposal. The syllable 
"eco" refers to both economy and ecology.  
Figure 2 Definition of eco-design (Schischke et al., 2005) 
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Eco-design should be seen as a global approach and a concept containing several methods and 
tools for product related environmental work.  
 
The objective with eco-design is to:  
 
“Take concurrent engineering one step further, whereby 
all life cycle phases - needs recognition, development, 
production, usage, and including disposal or recycling - 
are considered simultaneously from the conceptual 
design stage through the detailed design stage in order to 
minimize environmental impact compared to benefit”.  
(Lindahl and Tingström, 2003) 
 

3.2.1 Integration of environmental aspects in the product development process  
Today there are growing pressures and incentives for suppliers of electrical and electronic 
components, materials and assemblies to consider eco-design. In opposite of the traditional 
view the eco-design concept puts the spotlight on an earlier stage within the value-added 
chain: the product development process. In the product development the environmental 
demands have become yet one more parameter to consider. The product development has 
gone more and more towards a more structured and integrated way of working. Integrated 
product development (Andreasen and Hein, 1988) is built on parallel processes during the 
development. Using flow charts is a method to clarify how different activities form a process, 
for example the process of product development. All activities are drawn down systematically 
in a flow chart. For each activity the input data needed and the results are noted. Flow chart 
could help integrating the environment work in existing routines and also improve the whole 
product development process work at the same time as environment work are started. A flow 
chart could be performed with an extern help though it can be good to have an extern sight of 
the process. (Norrblom et al., 2000) 
 
Each company has their own way in working with product development. To develop and 
produce more environmentally friendly products, the special activities for eco-design must be 
a part of the ordinary development work and routines (Norrblom et al., 2000). Eco-design 
activities should not be handled independently and be a parallel work, instead it must be 
integrated as early as possible in the product development process (Ritzen, 2000). Research 
today shows that generally 80 percent of all product related environmental impacts from a 
product during its live cycle is a result from the decisions taken during the product design 
phase. This fact shows the importance to integrate the environment demands during early 
stages of the product development process, (Lindahl, 2006; Schischke et al., 2005).  
 
Management role 
The management has an important role in integrating the environment aspects. Top 
management actions are needed to enable effective implementation of procedures and 
programs. This includes the allocation of sufficient financial and human resources and time 
for the tasks involved in integrating environmental aspects into product design and 
development.  
 
The process of integrating environmental aspects into product design and development can be 
initiated either by management (top-down) or by designers and product developers (bottom-
up). In practice, both approaches can take place simultaneously. Regardless of which business 
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function initiates the process, top management level support will be needed to have a 
significant effect on an organisation’s product design and development activities. An effective 
integration program will engage actors involved in the product design and development 
process, such as product developers and designers, experts from marketing, production, 
environment, procurement, service personnel and customers or their representatives. (ISO/TR 
14062, 2002) 
 
Integration of environment aspects 
ISO/TR 14062:2002 provides concepts and current practices relating to integration of 
environmental aspects into product design and development with the goal of improvement of 
environmental performance of products. 
 
In Figure 3 the different possible phases in the product development process are presented 
together with possible actions related to the integration of environmental aspects. 

 
Figure 3 Example of a generic model of Typical stages of the Product Design and Development Process 
(ISO 14062:2002) 
 
During the whole product design and development process it is important to evaluate results 
against environmental targets, specifications and reference products. 
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For further details on each stage and possible actions related to the integration of 
environmental aspects at each stage see Appendix 2. 
 
Adapt and integrate routines for eco-design to other control systems 
When the environment aspects are about to be conserved in the product development process, 
there are some activities that will be added, from simplified checklists to deeper analysis of 
environment points. These routines should be created in already existent control systems. 
There should be routines about how (Norrblom et al., 2000): 
 

• Environment demands enter the specification of demands. 
• Environment aspects are handled in early concept phase.  
• Environment aspects are considering in the construction work.  

 
These routines should be a part of the existing routines about product development. This can 
mean that the routines for environment work are introduced in the quality system according to 
ISO 9001 or Environmental Management Systems (EMS), e.g. ISO 14001. This depends on 
how the existing routines are organised. Separate, independent routines are easily forgotten 
and are often seen as an extra burden. If there are some environment aims and policies these 
should be reflected in the routines of product development process (Norrblom et al., 2000). 
 

3.3 Eco-design tools and methods 
Eco-design is about designing products that are more environmentally friendly, but designing 
better products needs appropriate, efficient tools. Today there are different types of tools 
available, ranging from guidelines and checklists to one-score screening indicators and full 
life cycle assessment, process simulation software and extensive databases on materials and 
processes. It is important to be aware that when to use which tool depends, e.g. on the 
development target, the available resources to undertake such as exercise and availability of 
tools. Today bigger companies often have their own developed methods and tools, but SMEs 
are more dependent on the methods and tools that often are developed specifically for them. 
 
Eco-design tools perform analysis and are aimed at improvement. Analysing tools can be used 
before designs starts by analysing the existing product or a product from a competitor and 
they can also be used at the end of a design project to verify the result. (Eco-design guide 
written within the ECOLIFE network, 2002) 
 
Assessment of the potential environmental impacts that may be generated by a product or 
service is an essential part of eco-design implementation. This assessment has two main 
objectives: to identify environmental strengths and weaknesses and to compare and select 
design alternatives. The environmental assessment has to be done considering the entire life 
cycle of the product and including all of its system components. This can be done using 
different tools, such as (ecosmes.net, 2006):  

• Eco-design checklists 
• Material Energy Toxic (MET) matrix 
• Material input per unit service (MIPS) 
• Spider Diagram 
• Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
• Quality Function Deployment for Environment (QFDE) 
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The selection of the most suitable tool for a specific case depends on, for example, the 
objectives of the assessment, the complexity of the product and the availability and quality of 
data.  
 
The design paradox  
Eco-design concept is about making product changes and improvement early in the product 
development process but when new design projects starts, very little is known about the final 
product, especially if the product is new for the designers. In general the information 
accessible is only qualitative. This knowledge is increased as the work on the product 
progresses. At the same time, the scope of freedom of actions decreases for every product 
decision step taken and costs for later changes increase rapidly, since earlier work most be 
redone (Ullman, 2002). The design paradox is the paradox when general design information is 
needed but not accessible and when the information is accessible usually not is needed 
(Lindahl, 2005). 
 

 
Figure 4 The relation between “Freedom of action”, “Product knowledge” and “Modification cost” 
(Lindahl et al. 2000)  
 
It is important to have the design paradox in mind when working with product development 
and when choosing eco-design methods and tools to collect either quality or quantity data. 
According to Bhamra et al. (1999) there is generally low quality of the data accessible in the 
early stages of the product development process and the data are often qualitative. Tools and 
methods that need quantitative data are then not usable early in the process. In Figure 5 the 
supporting tools QFDE, eco-design checklists and LCA are presented according to their 
suitability usage in the design process depending on the type of data that are needed. The 
LCA requires mostly quantity data and are then most usable in the late stages of the product 
development process, i.e. the process design. However, the freedoms of actions are low and to 
carry through late changes can be very expansive. QFDE are a more suitable tool at the 
conceptual design as it requires more qualitative data and the checklists at the detailed design 
stage. 
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Figure 5 Design Process and when the support tools are most suitable. JEMAI (2001) 
 
Eco-design checklists, LCA and QFDE are explained in more detail below. These are 
considered to be relevant for this research. For more information about MET matrix, Material 
Input Per unit Service (MIPS) or the Spider Diagram please visit www.ecosmes.net which is a 
project financed by the European Commission and a service for green products or see 
Norrblom et al. (2000).  
 

3.3.1 Checklists and guidelines 
Eco-design checklists and guidelines are today available for designers and engineers, for 
example they can be downloaded free from the Internet, e.g. from the homepage of The 
Centre for Sustainable Design, University College for the Creative Arts, UK. All are meant 
for supporting in product development to environmentally improve products. 
 
Eco-design checklists provide support for a qualitative environmental analysis by listing all 
the relevant questions that need to be asked when establishing environmental impacts during 
the product’s life cycle. The checklists are also indicating improvement options for areas 
where environmental problems are identified. (Clark, 1999) 
 
In some cases when using several checklists they can give some contradictory 
recommendations and common sense should then be used. Bigger enterprises are today 
developing their own guidelines which are more adapted to their specific product and 
processes. Advantages with using eco-design checklists and guidelines are that they are easy 
to use and no necessary education is needed. They are relatively time efficient and systematic. 
Disadvantages are that they sometimes are too general and static and the life cycle perspective 
can be forgotten. (Lindahl and Tingström, 2003) 
 
ISO 14062 Guidelines to Integrating Environmental aspects into product Design and 
Development is a new standard and guideline from the ISO 14000 family. It provides concepts 
and current practices relating to integration of environmental aspects into product design and 
development. ISO 14062 can be a usable guide when implementing eco-design. The standard 
is about product considerations, related environmental aspects, impacts and the importance of 
integrating these aspects early in the product development process. One can read about the 
typical stages of the product design and development process and get possible actions related 
to the integration of environmental aspects and about material, reducing the energy 
consumption for the product or increase the life length of the product. The report can be used 
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by both bigger companies and SMEs. (International Organisational for Standardization, 
2006) 
 

3.3.2 Life Cycle Assessment 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a framework for assessing the environmental impact of the 
complete life cycle of a product. It is an extremely powerful method for the implementation of 
life cycle thinking. LCA is defined as the “compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs 
and the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle” 
(International Organisational for Standardization, 1997). 
 
LCA can be divided into three different levels of details and ambitions: (Norrblom et al., 
2000) 
 
1. Simple, structural review of all life cycle phases for one or more alternative product 

concepts. This review is done early in the product development and is a sort of mapping 
out the possible environment impact that could be located in the life cycle.  

2. Simplified LCA, quantified life cycle estimation based on data from databases and similar. 
Quantified LCA is suitable with internal comparisons of companies own prototypes or 
finished products.  

3. Complete LCA in which the product is analysed and the environment impact during its life 
cycles are calculated. The analysis is based on a LCA standard, for instance the ISO 
14040 series. The chosen level of detail within the analysis is ruled after the decision the 
study should support and also the given resources.  

 
According to Eco-design Guide (2002) written within the ECOLIFE network, it is evident that 
LCA is a very complex and comprehensive method, which cannot be easily applied in product 
development. However, to facilitate the application of LCA, there are several commercial 
software tools available, which provide data, calculation procedures, and presentation of the 
results. The most relevant LCA tools are listed in the Eco-design Navigator (Simon et al. 
1998). On the other hand, it must be noted that these are expert tools and, in most cases, only 
feasible for large projects in multinational companies. A complete LCA study is not a suitable 
tool for a special purpose decision support in product development due to the time, effort, and 
know-how needed for its application.  
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Tischner et al. (2000) are listing both strengths and weaknesses with using LCA. These are 
presented in Table 1. Here the complete LCA type is considered:  
 
Table 1 Strengths and weaknesses with LCA (Tischner et al., 2000) 
STRENGTHS:  WEAKNESSES: 

 
Covers the whole life cycle Here and now assessment 

 
Calculates potential environmental 
impacts 

Time consuming 
 

Better basis for prioritisation 
between environmental impacts at 
the “site” but also between stages in 
the product life cycle 
 

Data can be difficult to find 

Basis for Product- Oriented EMS Studies are often difficult to 
interpret 

Basis for greener design Studies are often not transparent 
 
From the ISO 14000 family, there are some standards with the purpose of implementing LCA 
and eco-design in the product development process. ISO 14040 provides principles and 
framework and provides some methodological requirements for conducting LCA studies. 
Additional details regarding methods are provided in the complementary International 
Standards ISO 14041, ISO 14042 and ISO 14043 concerning the various phases of LCA. 
(International Organisational for Standardization, 2006) 
 

3.3.3 Quality Function Deployment for Environment 
Quality Function Deployment for Environment (QFDE) is a methodology to support eco-
design developed by incorporating environment aspects into QFD (Quality function 
deployment). While LCA is a quantitative tool for green design support and applicable in a 
later stage of design, the QFDE method use qualitative relationships between environmental 
impacts and product functions and is applicable at an earlier stage. QFDE is a modification 
and also an extension of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) who is a flexible and 
comprehensive group decision making technique used in product or service development, 
brand marketing, and product management. QFD transforms customer needs (the voice of the 
customer [VOC]) into engineering characteristics of a product or service, prioritizing each 
product/service characteristic while simultaneously setting development targets for product or 
service development (Sakao et al., 2004).  
 
QFDE consists of four phases. In Phase I, VOC with voices of the environment (VOE), and 
engineering metrics (EM) for traditional and environment qualities are correlated, while in 
Phase II EM and part characteristics (PC) are also correlated. PC can be regarded as function 
units or components. For both correlations, semi-quantitative scores are used. This 
information is generated by a group of product developers, which can be named QFDE team. 
The outputs of Phase I and II are identifications of the function units that should be focused in 
product design when environmental and traditional qualities are considered (Sakao et al., 
2004). 
 
After identifying the important part characteristics, the QFDE team will examine design 
improvements for their product in Phase III and IV. They will further on select an 
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improvement option, namely redesign, by identifying the combination of an EM and a PC to 
be improved. They will finally evaluate the effects of the design change on the VOC and VOE 
using semi-quantitative information represented in the two correlation matrices in Phase I and 
II (Sakao et al., 2004). 
 
QFDE is quite a simple tool but requires expert knowledge regarding which product functions 
and components that are connected to environmental impacts. 
 

3.4 Benefits with implementing the eco-design concept 
To follow an eco-design strategy is about developing innovations to keep products up-to-date 
and increase their efficiency. Moreover, eco-design represents a pro-active approach towards 
legal compliance. Besides their often greater efficiency, eco-designed products also increase 
customer safety, are more reliable and of better quality. Environmental strategies are 
sometimes said to be too costly for companies, but in many cases eco-design facilitates cost 
savings. Cost savings can be done by reducing the material consumption, wastage in 
production and/or energy consumption. All of this can mean direct benefits to the 
manufacturer in form of cost savings. Related internal risk reduction and employee motivation 
are other effects. Avoiding hazardous substances within products can reduce handling costs, 
smaller products mean less packaging, and using recycled materials might be cheaper. 
Products that are easy to assemble will reduce assembly costs and also make disassembly for 
reuse, repair or recycling easier. (Schischke et al., 2005) 
 
Potential benefits that can be achieved by applying eco-design for SMEs include (ecosmes, 
2006):  

• Reduced manufacturing and distribution costs by identifying any inefficient processes 
that can be improved and finding new ways to produce more with less cost.  

• Stimulation of innovative-thinking inside the company leading to increased innovation 
and facilitating the creation of new market opportunities.  

• Reinforced brand and product image because of the environmental consciousness and 
innovative attitude.  

• Compliance with environmental regulations. The requirements of existing regulations 
should be considered as the starting point for improvements. Then there should be an 
attempt in trying to anticipate future legislation. Many new Directives are being developed 
that affect or will affect the design of products, e.g. The EU Eco-design of Energy-using 
Products Directive (EuP). (see chapter 3.5.3)  

• Improved quality of products by increasing durability and functionality and by making 
them easy to repair and recycle.  

• Increased added value of products that have better environmental performance through 
their entire life cycle and are also of better quality. 

• Access to green purchasing markets.  
• Access to eco-labelling.  
• Increased knowledge of the product and processes involved in its life cycle can be used 

for strategic planning, communication strategies or benchmarking the enterprise.  
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3.5 Stakeholders, driving powers and steering tools  

3.5.1 Stakeholders and interested parties 
A company’s stakeholders are all those who are influenced by, or can influence, a company’s 
decisions and actions. These can include (but are not limited to): employees, customers, 
suppliers, community organisations, subsidiary and affiliates, joint venture partners, local 
neighbourhoods, investors, and shareholders (or a sole owner). (Ammenberg, 2004) 
 
Many companies are today receiving inquiries about environment questions and demands 
from a big group of interested parties. Nowadays there are not only the authorities that 
demands environment performance and other environment information, also insurance 
companies, banks, investors, employees, company customers and consumers, different 
pressure groups, e.g. Greenpeace and the society in general. There is a development towards a 
society where more actors formulate demands. The development goes from shareholders 
theory to stakeholder theory. (Ammenberg, 2004) 
 

3.5.2 Driving powers 
There are several different driving powers which aim to stimulate and force companies and 
other organisations to work more with environmental aspects. The driving powers can be 
divided into internal and external (see Figure 6). These driving powers can have an influence 
in motivating product related environmental work for manufactures. Internal driving powers 
can be increased needs of reducing costs, product quality and innovative design. Many of 
these internal driving powers are based on knowledge in environmental questions, 
environmental laws and a will of investing in the long term. External driving powers can be 
legislation and other demands from costumers and the market that the organisation needs to 
consider in their process. Moreover, it can be laws and statutes from the government and the 
authorities, customer and market demands and need of cooperation with trade organisations 
 

 
Figure 6 Internal and external driving powers (Sundin, 2005; Brezet et al., 1997) 
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3.5.3 Steering tools 
There are today different types of steering tools that can steer companies and other important 
parties to work and develop products which are more environmental friendly. With so many 
different products and actors on the international market there can not be one simple policy as 
a measure for all the problems these products can cause. Instead there is a whole variety of 
tools - both voluntary and mandatory - that can be used to achieve this objective. These 
include measures such as economic instruments, substance bans, voluntary agreements, 
environmental labelling and product design guidelines.  
 
The European Union (EU) has in recent years pushed several activities for environmental 
legislation forward, affecting especially the electrical and electronic industry manufacturing 
for the European market. The product related policies and legislations that affect this industry 
are: 
 

 RoHS – Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances Directive: The RoHS 
Directive mandates electronic products that do not comply with the Directive's 
restrictions, calling for the elimination of six substances (see Appendix 1), will face 
removal from the market and their manufacturers will have to pay fines. † 

 
 WEEE – Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive: Producers will be 

responsible for taking back and recycling electrical and electronic equipment. This will 
provide incentives to design electrical and electronic equipment in an environmentally 
more efficient way, which takes waste management aspects fully into account. Consumers 
will be able to return their equipment free of charge.‡ 

 
 EuP – Eco-design of Energy-using Products Directive: The EuP, or eco-design 

Requirements for Energy Using Products, will take form over the coming years. By 
August 2007, the EU will clarify the new restrictions affecting electronic products. The 
goal of the Directive is to reduce the consumption of energy in the process of 
manufacturing electronic products as well as limiting the energy used in operating those 
products. § 

 
 

In Appendix 1 these three Directives are summarized in a very simplified way about the 
extent main content, and relevance of these three Directives for SMEs in the electrical and 
electronic industry.  
 
A new EU regulatory framework for chemicals is currently under discussion, called REACH 
(Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals). According to the draft, enterprises 
that manufacture or import more than one ton of a chemical substance per year would be 
required to register it in a central database. The electrical and electronics industry is affected 
by REACH if they are a major user of chemicals.  
 

3.5.6 Supply Chain Management 
Closely related to eco-design is Supply Chain Management (SCM) which, in the 
environmental context, is the incorporation of environmental considerations into purchasing 
                                                 
† Directive 2002/95/EC of the European Parliament and or the Council of 27 January 2003 
‡ Directive 2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 27 January 2003 
§ Directive 2005/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2005 
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decisions and supplier management practices. Clearly, decisions made at the eco-design stage 
will have a significant impact on suppliers. 
 
According to the report Eco-design and environmental management in the electronics sector 
in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan (2003) there is today structural changes in the consumer 
electronics, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and white goods sectors with 
a considerable amount of manufacturing migrating to China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and other 
South-East Asian countries, e.g. Thailand. In addition, an increasing number of companies are 
becoming ‘systems integrators’ (service providers) with a tight customer focus, and SCM 
becoming of growing importance. This also means that first tier suppliers are receiving 
increased environmental requirements from customers. These trends means that there is and 
will be growing challenges in relation to implementing eco-design (materials, energy, 
toxicity) amongst outsourced and contract manufacturers, and through complex networks of 
suppliers of components and sub-assemblies. 
 
AEDE (Asia Eco-design Electronics project) writes on their homepage (2006-12-01) about the 
main supply chain issues regarding the new Directives that SME suppliers have to comply, 
the requirement from customers green procurement and the need of integration of 
environmental requirements into existing quality management systems (ISO 9000) and 
manufacturing processes. AEDE writes: 
 

 “If transnational companies perceive there to be risks in their supply chain, they may 
switch to larger suppliers who are seen to be more reliable, creating a threat of lost 
business to SME suppliers. For example, the requirements for lead-free supply chains 
(or networks) may result in a number of SMEs being phased out of supply chains (or 
networks), if they are unable to provide solutions by target date”.  

 
 “Customer’s green procurement requirements will necessitate production and 

personnel changes amongst suppliers. For example, whole manufacturing processes 
will need to be changed, as it will not be possible to make just one product lead or 
cadmium-free. To achieve this requires time, learning and innovation throughout the 
entire supply chain (or network). This is exacerbated by each tier in the supply chain 
(or network) having different production techniques and quality control processes and 
requiring different levels of specialised training and knowledge transfer”  

 
 “There will be a need to integrate customer’s environmental requirements into 

existing quality management systems (ISO 9000) and manufacturing processes. For 
example, suppliers may need to develop RoHS compliance systems and in the future 
EuP (eco-design) management systems. A rushed approach to integration is likely to 
cause significant organisational and technical problems”  

 
Changing attitudes in the supply chain is an exercise that takes time and expertise but can put 
all parties in a stronger position commercially, while making a contribution to a cleaner 
environment. Good supply chain management is a prerequisite for a high product quality. 
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4 Results of the research 
 
In this chapter the research results are presented starting with a description how the research 
methods and tools have been used and who the respondents are and what kind of organisation 
they represent. A short background of Thailand and overview of Thailand’s electrical and 
electronic industry are described followed by more specific results from the studying SMEs. 
Furthermore, this chapter presents what kind of support is available for the research 
companies in product related environmental work.  

4.1 Research of product related environmental work at SMEs in Thailand 
The results below are obtained by qualitative methods and mainly by interviews. Case studies 
have been done at each research company and then summarized and analyzed in order to 
provide an overall picture. All the interviews had the characteristic of semi-structure and 
interview-guides with questions to be answered were used. With help of the interviews 
primary data have been collected from respondents from five SMEs in Thailand that develop 
and manufacture electrical and electronic products, Institute A, Institute B, Institute C and 
experts in the area provided by Universities (see respondents in Table 2). Secondary data in 
form of information from the companies’ home pages and booklets about the companies have 
been used. Other ways to collect data are from observations made during factory visits and 
participation in seminars and workshops organised by the Institute B about LCA and eco-
design projects and work in Thailand.  
 
All respondents were individually interviewed during approximately 30-60 minutes, the 
language used was English and no interpreter was present during the interviews. The author of 
this thesis was conducting the interviews alone and to be able to fully concentrate on the 
questions, not having to transcribe more than key points in a note book, all interviews were 
recorded with quality sound equipment. Before starting with the interviews, the interviewees 
were given a short presentation of the author and the background and objectives of the study. 
All interviews finished with the same question where the interviewee was asked to add what 
he or she thought was relevant and yet had not been asked. The same questions were used for 
the respondents at the studied companies. The questions to other respondents have, however, 
been varied because of their position, role in the eco-design projects and expertise.  
 
A picture of the situation has been received both from the SMEs part and also in overall from 
the institutes and other organisations who work with LCA and eco-design in Thailand. 
Altogether 13 persons have been interviewed (see Table 2), one at each SME and the others 
from the above mentioned institutes and Universities.  
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Table 2 Respondents  
Respondent Position/company/institute 
Respondent [1] Manager/Company 1 
Respondent [2] R&D Manager/Company 2 
Respondent [3] R&D Manager/Company 3 
Respondent [4] Head of Engineering Department/Company 4 
Respondent [5] Quality Assurance Manager/Company 5 

Respondent [6] Director/Centre A - an academic research and industrial support centre 
Respondent [7] Specialist Industrial Technology Linkage/Centre A - an academic research 

and industrial support centre  
Respondent [8] Specialist LCA/Centre B - an academic research and industrial support 

centre 
Respondent [9] Represents Institute A - a government subsidiary research institute emphasis 

in material research and development in different LCA and eco-design 
projects in Thailand. 
 

Respondent [10] Technical Service Manager/Institute B a government subsidiary institute 
emphasis in electrical and electronic industries 

Respondent [11] Engineer and Auditor/Institute C - a government subsidiary institute emphasis 
in Environmental activates 

Respondent [12] Engineer/Lead CT Auditor/Institute C - a government subsidiary institute 
emphasis in Environmental activates 

Respondent [13] Project Manager/Institute C - a government subsidiary institute emphasis in 
Environmental activates 
 

 
Comments, views and opinions attributed to organisations and companies that were visited in 
this research work are those expressed by personnel interviewed.  
 
When the process of collecting data for this research was started, the eco-design projects 
where in the later phases and there was a possibility to follow them when they were going to 
be finished. It is important to be aware that these projects were the first official eco-design 
projects for the companies in the research and when the interviews were done the companies 
were, and are while writing this thesis, still in a stage of education about the concept and how 
to use the eco-design concept in practical.  
 

4.2 The Kingdom of Thailand 
The Kingdom of Thailand is a country in Southeast Asia, bordering Laos and Cambodia to the 
east, the Gulf of Thailand and Malaysia to the south, and the Andaman Sea and Myanmar to 
the west. The capital is Bangkok and the official language is Thai. The population in Thailand 
is 64 800 000 (2006) and the Gross National Product (GNP) per capita is 2 959 US dollar 
(2006). (Landguiden, 2006) 
 

4.2.1 Government  
Until a military coup on 19 September 2006 (September 2006 coup d'état), Thailand was a 
constitutional monarchy. The King, Bhumibol Adulyadej is head of state and extremely 
respected and revered and it is illegal to insult the Royal Family. The Thai King recently 
celebrated 60 years on the throne. On 1 October 2006, after a military coup, Surayud 
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Chulanont became as a temporary prime minister of the interim government until a new 
election 2007. (Landguiden, 2006) 
 

4.2.2 Economy, import and export 
After enjoying the world's highest growth rate from 1986–1996 the increased pressure on 
Thailand’s currency, the baht lead 1997 to a crisis that uncovered financial sector weaknesses 
and forced the government to float the currency. The collapse prompted a wider Asian 
financial crisis. (Landguiden, 2006) 
 
Thailand entered a recovery stage in 1998, expanding 4.2% and grew 4.4% in 2000, largely 
due to strong exports - which increased about 20% in 2000. Growth was dampened by a 
softening of the global economy in 2001, but picked up in the subsequent years due to strong 
growth in China and the various domestic stimulation programs of Prime Minister Thaksin 
Shinawatra, popularly known as Thaksinomics. The economical growth in 2003 and 2004 was 
over 6% annually. (CIA world factbook - Thailand, 2006) 
 
Thailand exports over $105 billion worth of products annually (CIA world factbook - 
Thailand, 2006). Major exports include rice, textiles and footwear, fishery products, rubber, 
jewellery, automobiles, computers and electrical appliances. Thailand is the world’s no.1 
exporter of rice, exporting 6.5 million tons of milled rice annually. Rice is the most important 
crop in the country. Thailand has the highest percent of arable land, 27.25%, of any nation in 
the Greater Mekong Sub region (CIA world factbook - Greater Mekong Sub region, 2006). 
About 55% of the arable land area is used for rice production (IRRI country profile, 2006).  
 
Substantial industries include electric appliances, components, computer parts and 
automobiles, while tourism contributes about 5% of the Thai economy's gross domestic 
product (GDP). Long stay foreign residents also contribute heavily to GDP (Landguiden, 
2006). 
 
The main natural resources in Thailand are tin, rubber, natural gas, volfram, tantalum, timber, 
lead, fish, gypsum, lignite, fluorite, and arable land (Landguiden, 2006).  
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4.2.3 Overview of Thailand’s Electrical and Electronic Industry 
The electrical and electronic industry in Thailand has been a major driver of export growth for 
the country and the sector has seen substantial growth in recent years (see Table 3). Almost 
half of the total annual exports are to Japan, the US and EU. 15% goes to EU and 10% of Thai 
imports are from EU. More than 40% of the export is Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(EEE). The rest of the export goes mainly to China and Association of South East Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) countries.  
 
Table 3 Electrical and electronic business perspective in Thailand (the export is in B.bht.) (Hengrasmee, 
2006b) 

01 02 03 04 05 06/6 Size R.Cap.  
M.bht. No.

Total 176,30 155,32 184,84 225,80 224,23 118,36 257

Grand total 1 025,45 1 058,16 1 156,66 1 308,01 1 413,56 766,39 2 259

<50 71

124,74Electronics 106,98 121,35
50 to 200 71M

126,63

No. of Mfgrs.Export to EU (B.bht.)

Electrical 51,56 48,35 63,48 99,16 84,40 42,28 S

115139,80 76,08 L >200

 
 
The main parts of the electrical and electronic industry in Thailand are part suppliers and the 
great majority of these are SMEs (see Figure 7). The electrical and electronic industry is 
dominated by foreign investment companies. 
 

 
Figure 7 Electrical and electronic industry structure in Thailand (Hengrasmee, 2006b) 
 
Thai owned enterprises are mostly small, employing less than 50 workers or owning business 
assets not more than 50 million Thai baht**. (Hengrasmee, 2006a)  
 

                                                 
** 50 million Thai baht ≈ 1,5 million US$ (1 Thai baht ≈ 0,03 US$, April 2007)  

Assemblers 
23% 

Parts Suppliers 
77% 

Foreign & JV 
57% 

Local 
43% 

Foreign & JV 
40% 

Local 
60% 

No.of Factories 
S = 1,567 
M = 322 
L = 240 
n/a = 121 
Total = 2,259 
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4.2.4 Domestic environmental problems  
The mayor environment problems in Thailand are different kinds of solid and hazardous 
waste (Respondents [11], [12] and [13]). There are waste from both industry and 
manufacturing and also municipal waste. There is a lack of practise and management to 
manage hazardous waste. For the urban the main solid waste is from house holding. A big 
problem for the industry is that they have many levels of waste (for example hazardous water 
and hazardous waste) and they have a lack of knowledge to manage the process and 
information about indicators, for example how much waste water and solid waste they really 
have.  
 
For electrical and electronic products there are problems with hazardous waste from batteries 
and other parts. Many respondents are talking about the problems with the import of cheap 
electrical and electronic products, mainly from China. These products are generally of low 
quality and can only be used for a relatively short time and will then be thrown away which 
will cause a lot of waste.  
 

4.3 Research of five small and medium sized enterprises in Thailand that 
develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products 
The five companies in the research are developing and manufacture electrical and electronic 
products. They are doing all kinds of business types. They are manufacturers and some have 
their own brand name and other act as a direct supplier and do also direct retail for 
commercial customers, for big factories and contractors. The five companies act as 
subcontractors and produce according to the customer’s specification. The companies are 
using subcontractors in their turn for their own businesses and are in different positions in 
different stages in supply chains. They have to consider decisions and conditions both 
upstream and downstream. Some of the companies in the research are using another company 
in the research as a supplier. Exports are worldwide except for Japan, China and US (see 
Table 3).  
 
All the companies have their factory offices and factories in Bangkok or in the outskirts. The 
companies in the study are certified by both ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, which was a condition 
in order to be a part of the projects Green Camp and Capacity Building for Institute B (see 
Appendix 3).  
 
In Table 4 there is a presentation of which products and components these companies are 
developing and manufacturing, plant capacity, export market and number of employees. 
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Table 4 Information on the five companies in the research 
Company Products Plant Capacity Export Market Certifications Staffing 
Company 1 -Hermetic Compressor for 

Refrigeration and Air – 
conditioning Products 
- Condensing Unit 

-4,000,000 units / 
year for 
Refrigerator 
-800,000 units / 
year for Air – 
conditioner 

-Asia, Australia, New Zeeland, 
Middle East, Europe 

-ISO 9001:2000 
-ISO 14001 
-OHSAS 18001 
-ISO/IEC 17025 

1,992 

Company 2 -About 100 different 
models of Air-
Conditioners 
-telephone booths 
-lighting accessories, 
-electronic controllers 

-About 40,000 
units/year 

-Europe, South/Central 
American, Middle-East, Asia,  
South Africa, Russia, Australia 

-ISO 9001:2000  
-ISO14001:2004 -UL  
-Thai Laboratory Accreditation 
Scheme (TLAS) 

500 

Company 3 -Electronic lamp control 
gear 

-About 300,000 
units/year 
 

-EU (Germany just started.), 
-South East Asia Zone 
(Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, 
Myanmar, Indonesia)  
-Middle East (Dubai, Bahrain)  
-Plan to send to Australia and 
New Zealand 

-ISO 9001:2000  
-ISO 14001 
-TIS 956-2533 
-TIS 1955-2542 
-Thailand (Land of Diversity and 
Refinement) 

250 

Company 4 -UPS 
-Utility grade inverter 
-Voltage regulator 
-Surge protector 
-Battery charger 
-Energy saving products 
-Solar Products 

-10,000 
Units/Month for 
UPS 
-Other products 
depends on 
customers orders 

-The biggest customer is the 
Thai government. Europe 

-ISO 9001:2000 
-ISO 14001 

150 

Company 5 -Main products 
manufacturing are Coils 
and Transformers.  
-Have also product 
service  

-1,000,000 Coils 
and Transformers 
per month 

-Direct export to Israel, Italy 
and indirect export to other EU 
countries 

-ISO 9001:2000 
-ISO 14001:2004 

100 
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4.3.1 Demands and environment requirements 
Customer demands and standards 
When it comes to customer demands there are separate interests. In the customers’ point of 
view the price is the most interesting. As one respondent says “the price will indicate if we 
will win or loose”. One company says that they are forced by their customers to reduce the 
price and they can not guarantee that they have the best quality because of the low price. The 
companies must meet standards from customers and in addition, regulations and standards 
come from the government and Thai Industrial Standard Institute (TISI). TISI is the Thai 
national committee of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the leading 
global organisation that prepares and publishes international standards for all electrical, 
electronic and related technologies. One company is mostly using IEC standard and is trying 
to update itself with new standards and if there are changes the company will make 
adjustments to comply the new standards.  
 
One other interesting aspect of customer demands for the companies is regulation regarding 
electrical and electronic products from the international market, e.g. EU RoHS and EU 
WEEE, that the companies need to consider being able to export to the EU market. The 
regulations are relatively new for the companies in the research. The environmental 
consideration and requirements from customers varies and depends mostly on which country 
the customers come from. If the customers are from one of the EU countries they have more 
knowledge about environment issues. This compared to the local customers in Thailand or 
other South-East Asian countries that are not equally familiar with environmental issues. 
However one company’s customer in Europe says they do not know anything about the EU 
Directives and is just asking the company to produce the products without considering these 
regulations.  
 
Environment demands and regulations 
At the moment there are no specific national regulations in Thailand affecting the 
manufactured products and components. The regulations concerning environment are more 
regarding pollution and waste from the factories. Representatives from Pollution Control 
Department (PCD) make regular visits and control the factories. These representatives are not 
particularly interested in product details, their concern is if the air, temperature and ventilation 
in the factories are functioning or not. (Respondents [11], [12] and [13]) 
 
The environment regulation as regards products comes from the international market and 
especially the EU demanded market with the EU regulations (see chapter 3.5.3). All the 
companies in the study, except one, are affected by these regulations when exporting direct or 
indirect to the EU market. 
 
One company is affected indirect by EU RoHS since they are exporting indirect to the EU 
market. At the moment the company is working to be 100% RoHS compatible and is in 
addition trying to catch up on the new issues coming from Europe. These issues tell which 
changes that currently are on the agenda and moreover try to implement them so to comply 
with the EU RoHS.  
 
Another company does not yet have environment demands from their customers. Instead, they 
have their own requirements and company policies which claim that every component must 
comply with the EU RoHS. In addition to that the company will also change their production 
equipment if necessary.  
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One of the companies does not have any special environment requirements for their products 
at present. Their customers do not request this since they are mostly from South-East Asia and 
do not have the same knowledge to do so. However, the company does export a smaller 
amount of products to Europe but these products are not in the category that has to comply the 
EU RoHS. This means that the company does not pay attention to the regulations set by the 
Directive. Nevertheless, the president of the company sees this new regulation as a future 
international standard and tries to work pro-active and plan for the future. At the moment the 
company is installing new equipment to be able to meet future environmental regulations 
concerning their products, e.g. RoHS. 
 
One company has environment demands only when exporting to the EU and they have to 
mark every product as RoHS compliant. Since they produce components they are little 
affected of the EU WEEE. EuP and REACH lay in the future for the company, but they are 
not working with these regulations yet. What more is, this company has a certified body to 
contact which inform them about the EU RoHS, EU WEEE and EU REACH.  
 
There are some informal environment requirements for the companies to meet. One company 
says that some of their customers normally want to know the specification of the energy using 
of the product. Although, their costumers do not have many requirements that concern weight 
and size. This company normally has material declarations for some parts but not for the 
whole product. These requirements are seen as informal environment requirements by the 
company.  
 

4.3.2 Product development process 
All the companies have their product development departments in Thailand which was one of 
the conditions for participating in the eco-design projects. 
 
Who works with the product development process?  
In an overall picture every person working at the companies have an effect on the 
development process. The numbers of engineers that work in the product development 
department at the companies, including the research and development managers, vary 
between the lowest 5 to the highest 13. There are also engineers working in the production 
process, which staff rates vary between 2 to 13. The engineers at the SMEs are mostly in the 
electrical-, electronic-, power electronic and power electric field.  
  
How they are working 
Principally, the product development aims to improve the product for the companies although 
there are some developments of new products that the customer and market demands. For one 
company more than 80% of their product development work is improvements of already 
existing products, for example making them lead-free. The main work for the companies is to 
develop products that are correct according to the standards, but also change, adjust and 
update different kinds of standards. 
 
Most companies of the SMEs in this research have one specific department for product 
development. However, one company has two different departments where one is handling 
product engineering and responds for the existing design and improvement to a small extent. 
The other department is focusing on research and development and is in charge of designing 
entirely new products. 
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There is no department that is directly responsible for the eco-design at the SMEs. Most 
people that are involved in the eco-design projects work in the research and development 
department. The environment aspects and issues are often the responsibilities for the research 
and development managers. At one company the respondent is the quality assurance manager 
responsible for controlling the quality, environmental issues and also for any new regulations 
coming from the costumers.  
 
Once a week, representatives from all departments usually meet together and receive updates 
from the latest work and news; however, this depends of the products or components. With 
some products there is a need for meeting more often and with different kinds of people. 
  
The process 
The companies have a well documented product development process which is mainly a result 
of certification of the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. Although the process of the product 
development can vary from time to time depending of the product model. The companies 
have regulations and directions they have to follow from ISO 14001 and ISO 9001. One 
company is using flow charts which function as a work description for them. There are no 
problems to adjust these flows from day to day if necessary. If the companies face a difficulty 
due to a certain matter they schedule a meeting with the involved people and discuss how the 
flow chart can be changed. After reaching a common solution to the problem the people 
concerned accept and sign the change. One company uses a process called “First of Check”. 
This process will evaluate everything that needs to be controlled. It is a sort of flow chart that 
works as a function check. For example if the company has a new product they have to check 
everything: quality, design, production and environment and then circulate around to who and 
what it will concern in the process.  
 
When it comes to how the environment demands will affect the product development process 
there are considerations for the companies. For one company when EU planned to introduce 
the RoHS and WEEE Directives, they had information about it and ascertained that it would 
affect the company’s policy. They had a management meeting and made plans for what to do 
about the new EU regulations that was going to affect them. They then adjusted the policy to 
match the new standard. That was the first input to force every department and section at the 
company to set flows to follow the policy. The companies have to consider the manufacturing 
process and they can not use some specific material any longer and perhaps they have to find 
some new supplier or change the process. For example if the companies do not by themselves 
provide the material the companies have to demand and order from suppliers about lead free 
to comply the EU RoHS. The companies’ suppliers vary from being local to worldwide.  
 
Overall the companies are aware of the fact that environment demands and aspects have to be 
integrated in the normal process. One respondent at one company says: “When you take a look 
at the material, you also have to look at these demands. Normally we only look at the 
mechanical and electrical, but right now we have to look at the RoHS requirement and 
WEEE. We really try to add it to the normal process”. However, this integration can be 
improved a lot by the companies. These eco-designs projects have been done as a side project 
at the companies and the knowledge how environmental demands will affect the product 
development process are at present time not fully known by the companies. They are in a 
phase of learning. 
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4.3.3 The use of tools and methods for product development process 
When it comes to tools and methods used by companies there is a focus on the quality aspects 
because of the ISO 9001 certification. The companies use different tools to ensure the quality. 
Normally they use different kinds of test laboratories for routines and quality measurements. 
One company uses QE (Quality Ensure) for sampling. This means that they send sampling 
products to the lab for control. If the controls show results that are out of allowed limits the 
production will stop immediately to find the source of failure. Moreover their customers are 
sending defective products back which also are inputs to the quality tests. The aim is to find 
the failure and the cause of the fail from, in this company’s case, the circuit and material or 
from the design process. The tools the companies in the research are using are different 
software programs, for example statistical programs and graphical programs such as 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and UNIGRAFIX, which also are useable and common tools 
for the companies when working with product design and modelling. 
 

4.3.4 Eco-design and LCA 
The chosen companies in the research were participating in the Green Camp Project and the 
Capacity Building for Institute B (for further detail about these projects see Appendix 3). Two 
demonstrating projects were chosen to be conducted at Company 1 and Company 2 with the 
aim of building a prototype to compare with an existing product. The other three SMEs in the 
research have been pilot factories in conceptual design for the Capacity Building for Institute 
B. The companies were told that they did not have to do any special cost investments. The 
only investments they had to consider where time and resources in form of people to be 
involved in the projects. The benefits were emphasised by the initiators of the projects in 
order to encourage the companies to participate because this type of environmental projects 
are usually not a top priority, perhaps it comes at the lower part of their “10 main priorities 
list”. Traditionally the product related environmental consideration have not been an 
important issue among SMEs in Thailand but regulations like EU RoHS and new customer 
and market demands are factors that now is a reality for the companies. One important factor 
for choosing these companies to participate in the projects was that they had some 
fundamental knowledge about eco-design before the start of the projects. Another 
contributing factor was the positive response from the management and their motivation for 
these kinds of projects. This was considered to be important for the project results because 
this is often seen as important when implementing the eco-design concept (Respondent [6]). 
Even with some fundamental knowledge of eco-design at the companies, these projects were 
their first official eco-design projects.  
 
For both the Green Camp and the pilot projects for Capacity building, the software program 
SimaPro have been used for LCA and by using QFD Capture, the QFDE methodology was 
used to support eco-design by incorporate environmental aspects (see Chapter 3.3.3 Quality 
Function Deployment for Environment). These tools were used mostly because they were 
computerised programs and the only programs available to use at this moment for the projects 
(Respondent [6]). During these projects, there have been experts involved provided by the 
Universities and from the other parties that are supporting the SMEs.  
 
The objectives with the projects have been, among others, to promote and disseminate the 
knowledge on Clean Technology (CT), LCA and eco-design among Thai manufacturers of 
electrical and electronic products. Further on, the objectives have been to create networks 
among experts, industrial persons and stakeholders. The aim of the projects, the tools and 
methods that were used within the projects has formed the way of how the companies are 
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working with eco-design. To summarise shortly the eco-design projects all started with a 
brainstorming about product improvements where representatives from the companies and 
representative from the supporting parties (see Chapter 4.4) were present. This was the case 
for each company. QFDE was used during the analysis and evaluation of the present design 
for grouping and translate the voice of customer (VOC) and environmental Directives. During 
the process the companies have gained knowledge from seminars and workshops that the 
supported parties have arranged. In addition, there have been regular meetings between the 
representatives from the companies and the supporting parties where new data and 
information have been discussed. This data have then been implemented in the SimaPro 
program and QFD Capture. SimaPro were used to easier see that the work brought 
environmental improvements in the right direction. In the projects the companies have mainly 
helped with the collecting of inventory data that are needed for the LCA and a LCA team of 
experts provided by Universities has done the calculations and the demonstration of the 
program. Approximately 20 percent of the work has been done by the companies and 80 
percent have been done by supporting parties (Respondent [6]). One company has some more 
experience about LCA and uses it in their normal process. However, the other companies 
became more familiar with the program after receiving some training and education during 
the projects. 
 

4.3.4 Possibility to change product  
Despite the role as part suppliers the respondents from the SMEs think they have the influence 
to change the product. From the environment perspective when thinking and deciding about 
product changes regarding the environment they are just beginning to build that knowledge 
and experience. 
 
One company says they have the possibility to makes changes on the product and the process 
“in the house”. This means that the companies have the possibility to make product changes 
by themselves, e.g. improvements that can be better in an environmental perspective. Their 
customers also request changes which need to be done. In responding to the question if the 
companies think they have the possibility to change the product in a more environmentally 
friendly way; one respondent at one company says they need to make other considerations 
too. Example of consideration is regarding the environmental cost but they also have to look 
at the engineering aspects like safety, mechanical and strength. The fact that they produce for 
the ISO standard result in that they think that reducing too much (for instance reduce material) 
can result in problems with safety, mechanical and strength. Another company thinks that 
redesign and reducing the size of the product can sometimes reduce the efficiency. And the 
efficiency is the key issue for this company which they want to increase every year. 
 
Normally the decisions about product change and improvement comes from weekly meetings. 
The research and development managers are usually in charge of product development 
process and have the possibility to decide for some changes. Bigger changes usually need 
decisions from higher instances in the hierarchy.  
 

4.3.5 Driving powers  
Driving powers for product development and eco-design 
In general the price is in focus for these companies. One company says that the most 
important driving power and what they likely will change in the product are matters 
concerning quality. The driving powers for product development are for one company the 
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market and customers demands and they have to meet new standards and keep up with the 
quality with every product. The driving power for another company concerns better efficiency 
models and minimising the cost. 
 
Today the main driving power for the SMEs is legislation, e.g. EU RoHS and EU WEEE, 
which forces and motivates the implementation of eco-design. Because of the willingness to 
export to the European market where customer nowadays needs RoHS compliant 
components, the companies realise they have to start implementing the eco-design concept 
which can help them with legal compliance. The companies think it is very important because 
they can not sell their products or components to EU if they do not have RoHS compliant 
products. One company also mentions that new regulations similar to EU RoHS are soon 
coming to China and to the US and the companies think it will be very important in the future 
and feels they are forced to work more with product related environmental work. They are 
afraid of being driven out of business from competitors that work more pro-active. This is 
clearly noticed from one company’s respondent: “We have to fight”.  
 
The SMEs must always look for ways to stay competitive, for example by minimising costs. 
Therefore they see the opportunity to minimise costs by improved environmental 
performance. The companies also see the use of eco-design tools and methods as a good help 
for declaring the material and for deciding process.  
 
One company lists the reason for working with eco-design as: 
 

1. Trend of international market. 
2. Company policy. 
3. Project sponsored by the government. 
 

4.3.6 Management role 
The role of the management and owner in implementing and supporting eco-design 
One company’s respondent says that everything comes from the owner. If the owner says that 
they do not care about these issues than the employees can have difficulties in making 
changes. The SMEs in the research all have a top management and owners who emphasize 
these environmental issues. They see new technology, issues and regulations which need to be 
implemented in the process. The respondents from the SMEs all think that their top 
management supports the eco-design projects. This is also a conclusion from the external 
experts that have worked with these companies in the eco-design projects. The experts think 
that the top management at the companies agrees with them and are positive to the 
improvements that can be made on their products.  
 

4.3.7 Knowledge and education  
The knowledge about EU Directives, eco-design concept and relevant environment issues at 
the SMEs 
The respondents at the SMEs have got their knowledge about eco-design from different 
sources. One respondent have been to Japan for training and another respondent has had two 
weeks of training. Mostly the concerned people at the companies have obtained their training 
from seminars and workshops arranged by Institute A and Institute B.  
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The companies are trying to send their employees to join and get involved in all the activities 
like seminars and other activities that for example the Institute A and Institute B offer 
regarding environmental impact and new international regulations. They are also sending 
some people to international training. The engineers and technicians have according to the 
company’s respondents been trained regarding a product’s environmental impact however; 
this kind of knowledge is relatively new in Thailand. 
 
One company’s respondent says that sometimes the designers are not concerned about the 
environment. This is mostly a result of lack of knowledge about what sort of environmental 
impact the product really can have. However the respondent points out that if it is possible to 
clearly show the designers that eco-design can save the environment the designer can get the 
point and reduce the environmental impact the product may cause. 
 
Education about eco-design at Universities 
None of the interviewed persons at the SMEs has received any education in the eco-design 
concept from their education programs at Universities in Thailand. Right now there are no 
specific courses in electrical or electronic engineering at the Universities in Thailand that 
educate about the eco-design concept. Instead there is a focus on educating the industry and 
the education for students in electrical and electronic engineering programs at Universities in 
Thailand is in a developing phase (Respondent [6] and [8]). On the other hand there is 
education about LCA at one University in Thailand where SimaPro is used (Respondent [8]). 
However, this kind of education is for students in the environmental science field and not for 
the engineers in the electrical and electronic field.  
 

4.3.8 Advantages and obstacles 
Advantages for the SMEs in implementing the eco-design concept 
One respondent from the SMEs says that if they can use the eco-design concept it will 
increase the market share by designing not only better products but also environmentally 
friendly products. One research and development manager says that one advantage when 
working with eco-design is that the products not only will be smaller they will also be cheaper 
because of the material reduction. Despite the SMEs relatively low knowledge and experience 
when using the eco-design concept they think it is good and that it can be a help for them to 
declare material, deciding processes and for product design.  
 
One respondent sees two benefits with eco-design: “We can lower the costs and also for the 
environment concern. We can also comply with the increasing number of environmental 
legislations”. Another company thinks many things are needed to be done to keep the global 
environment sustainable. The respondent at this company sees the advantage with the eco-
design concept as a chance to make a contribution to the environment. This can be done by 
implementing environment aspects in their process and working with eco-design concept not 
only for the export but also for the local concerns in Thailand. 
 
Obstacles for working and implementing eco-design concept 
The respondent from Institute B says that one problem for the SMEs in implementing EU 
RoHS are that the cost of products will increase because of the tests that are needed for RoHS 
compliance. The companies in the research do not conduct tests by themselves because it is 
too expensive for them. The companies mostly send every part to a third party (a certified 
company) to test every part for RoHS certificate and sometimes they send parts to Institute A 
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and Institute B for testing (see chapter 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 about test lab at Institute B and Institute 
A).  
 
One obstacle for one company is that they had problems with the raw data for the material 
during the eco-design project. For example for the capacitor they wanted to know what kind 
of metal it contained and the quantity when they were trying to declare all the materials that 
their product contained, but none of their suppliers had the answers. Some suppliers said that 
they could not share for them secret data and because they only are a distributor and not a 
maker not will cooperate. Another problem for this company is that they are not a big 
company and they only have orders for example 10,000 units. If their suppliers do not answer 
their questions, they will still buy from them anyway even if they do not get the right data. 
The problem with lack of raw data will cause problems with the LCA of their product. 
Another company says they do not have the knowledge about the difference between 
materials for example if they have two kinds of material and one material is better than the 
other in an environment aspect they do not know about this difference. There is also a 
problem to know what kind of technology that is needed as a result of the material changes. 
Another problem with material change, e.g. because of RoHS, is that it results in big 
inventories. One company has built up an inventory during their almost 20 years of existence 
and now has a lot of material in their inventory that does not comply with the new 
environment requirements. They now have to change their inventory which can be very 
costly. 
 
The companies also mention problems by using the eco-design software. The companies think 
in general that the tools that have been used during the eco-design projects are almost too 
complicated for them to use, especially the SimaPro. Many companies do not think they will 
have their own license of SimaPro in the future, because they are only SMEs and it will be too 
expansive for them. One company has used SimPro in its demo version on their products but 
that does not work properly for them because they have so many parts and different materials 
in their products. Instead they need to go to institute B which has licenses of the SimaPro and 
databases.  
 
The biggest limitations for the companies are the lack of knowledge, budget and resources. 
Specific for Thai SMEs is the low awareness of people and the awareness of manufacturer to 
support eco-design activities. These activities have just started compared to other countries 
like Japan and countries in the EU. These countries have developed eco-design activities and 
SMEs have been involved in these activities for a relatively long time which have given them 
more experience and knowledge.  
 
The cost focus is a present problem in implementing eco-design at the companies. However, 
the companies in the research have a supporting management and owners that are willing to 
do the necessary investments.  
 

4.4 Infrastructure to support eco-design work at SMEs 
Thailand has just started to build up the infrastructure to support the implementation of the 
eco-design concept at SMEs that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products. 
The reasons are among others that the companies in Thailand are mostly SMEs and suppliers 
and they produce products and components to export for example to the EU. Electrical and 
electronics companies in Asia are required to meet increasingly stringent legal and customer 
requirements related to environmental and social issues from the EU, Japan and the US. There 
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are five parties who are working to do the transfer of knowledge of green products to the 
industry. These are:  
 
• The Thai Government: Is the policy maker and does the most of the funding for projects. 
• National Institutes: Institute A, B and C 
• Universities: Provides experts in LCA, Cleaner Technology (CT) and eco-design 

knowledge. The Universities have experts and lectures who know about these topics. 
• Other associations: Industry associations like Federation of Thai Industries (FTI). 
• Industry itself: The factories 

 
To facilitate the cooperation between the different parties the focus point right now is to force 
the Institute A and Institute B to be in the middle as a link between the policy makers 
(government sector) and the industry. Institute A and Institute B therefore have an important 
role in this work (Respondent [6]).  

4.4.1 Institute A - a government subsidiary research institute emphasis in material 
research and development 
Institute A was founded as a special kind of government organization which supports material 
science and technology research and development, including manufacturing and design for 
both public and private companies and institutions. Institute A is located within Thailand 
Science Park and facilitates as a perfect cooperative atmosphere which propels and sustains 
industrial development, economic growth and environmental well being of the nation. 
(Respondent [9]) 
 
Institute A contains of different divisions and departments for example The Research and 
Development Department. Under the departments there are many groups, for example Metal 
Technology group, Automotive Group and Environment Technology Research Group.  
 
The main objective for Institute A is research and development on material technology and 
technique transfer on material technology. For example in Research and Development 
Department the objective is research and development on LCA and eco-design and 
environment technology. (Respondent [9]) 
 
Institute A has two main missions; the first is research and development and the second is 
technology transfer and human research development for support to the industry. (Respondent 
[9]) 
 
In the first mission the Environment Technology Group is working with projects in LCA, eco-
design, and eco-efficiency work on research and development and has a connection with 
industry and joins projects in Research and Development Division. A project about Eco 
Compressor is a joint project between Institute A and one company that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products. 50 % of the funding is provided by Institute A 
and 50% by the industry. The aim of the Eco Compressor project is to redesign some parts of 
the compressor in order to improve the manufacturing process and reduce energy 
consumption in the factory. The quality will be the same or even better compared to the 
starting point. The respondent from Institute A who works with a project about on how to 
apply the eco-design concept for an air conditioner. Another project with Air Conditioners has 
the main objective to generate ideas for improving products. The respondent from Institute A 
is doing the LCA for evaluating current product to generate new ideas for the eco-design 
concept. 
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In the second mission Institute A provide training for the industry and companies such as 
SMEs that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products. Institute A have 
received funding to build up LCA- and eco-design laboratories for training. They have 
software from EU like SimaPro (30 license for training), EIME, QFD Capture (30 licenses for 
training the industry). Right now they are setting up this lab and during 2007 they can set up 
training for different parties like SMEs.  
 
At Institute A there is not only the Environment Technology Research Group who works with 
LCA and eco-design. The Research and Development Department is developing eco-design 
concepts for the industry. One other division, TEAL (Trace Element Analysis Lab) receive 
money from the government to buy testing machines for tests on RoHS compatibility. They 
are also working with other Directives for example EuP. Other divisions in Institute A, 
Cleaner Technology and Eco Products are working on LCA and eco-design and focus on 
technology transfer and human resource development. (Respondent [9]) 
 
Many respondents says that there are complains in Thailand that Thai companies can not 
conduct the LCA study because there would be a nonsense result when using European 
databases which the SimaPro does. For that reason the Institute A has set up work groups to 
develop national databases on Thai material and some components that are used in Thai 
industry. In year 2007 they plan to build up databases on metal, plastics and other materials to 
support LCA and eco-design. There will be results based on products that Thailand is 
exporting overseas. Basically it is electrical and electronic equipment, agricultural food, 
textiles and automobiles. Some respondents think that Thailand will have some set of 
inventory data in 2-3 years, perhaps it will not be complete, but at least it will contain some 
set of specific inventory data that Thai people and companies can use. 

 

4.4.2 Institute B - a government subsidiary institute emphasis in electrical and 
electronic industries 
Institute B is a non profit organisation under the Ministry of Industry and are working 
independently from the government. Their main and most important mission is to help the 
electrical and electronic industry to be competitive on the market. During 2006 they were 
running two projects who also will be finished in the end of 2006. These are: 
 
-Green Camp Project (see Appendix 3) 
-Capacity building for electrical and electric SME on LCA and eco-design (see Appendix 3)  
 
Institute B also offers testing service for electrical and electronic products as well as service 
for the factory inspection. Examples of tests they offer are: (Booklet about Institute B) 
 
• In-House Tests: The tests are in compliance with Thai Industrial Standards (TIS), IEC and 

ISO. 
• External / Overseas Tests: They arrange and represent a client for the product testing in 

other countries. They can work together with the client to do a prototype test during a 
research and development program prior to the final certification tests and calibration for 
measuring and testing the equipment. 
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• Calibration: Institute B offers services for supporting test standards in many fields such as 
electrical, frequency, temperature and humidity, force and torque, pressure, dimension and 
radio frequency. 

• Standards Consultancy: Institute B gives advice to clients in the areas of product design in 
conformance with relevant standards as well as minimizing the cost. The Office Center 
also offers information or a consultation regarding the product certification in accordance 
with the international standards.  

 
Institute B provides connections between manufactures and buyers at both domestic and 
international levels, with the objective of cost effective procurement as well as a base 
expansion for the manufacturing’s customers.  
 
Institute B offers service in training and seminars but also advisory and consultancy services 
in the areas of manufacturing, study, research and development. Institute B is also responsible 
for and works as a retailer of the LCA tool SimaPro in Thailand.  
 

4.4.3 Institute C - a government subsidiary institute emphasis in Environmental 
activates 
Established in May 1993, Institute C is a non-profit, non-governmental organization focusing 
on environmental issues and the conservation of natural resources in Thailand, Regional and 
Global levels. (Interview with Institute C) 
 
A few years ago Institute C was a Certification Body for ISO 14001, but nowadays the 
certifying is no longer their mission and they are only doing the consulting about 
implementing the EMS. The main focus is to convince the industry and community in 
Thailand to work more with environmental questions to protect and to improve the 
environment.  
 
Institute C have five programs: (Interview with Institute C) 

 BEP: Business and Environment Program. The BEP is working with Green Labelling, 
CT, EMS, LCA, Green Procurement, Greening the Supply Chain, Environmental 
Benchmarking, Thailand Network of Eco-Efficiency and Cleaner Production, 
Development of Sustainable Development Strategies and Indicators, Thailand Green 
Purchasing Network and Sustainable Consuption. BEP’s field is to convince the 
industry to improve the environment.  

 EIP: Energy, Industry and Environmental Program: Work very close to the industry 
regarding energy conservation.  

 EEH: Environmental Education and Human Resources Development Center. Focus on 
the training and education for the environmental use and environmental studying.  

 GAP: Grassroots Action Program: This program works for a sustainable and liveable 
city.  

 UEP: Urbanization and Environment Program: UEP have many projects, e.g. with the 
EU. The main work is in cities to improve the environment. This group has a couple of 
projects with the Bangkok city. One example is Eco tourism in Bangkok and studies 
are made how to promote the tourism in Bangkok with the focus to conservation.  

 
All programs have the same mission for Institute C. Institute C is a project base organisation 
and some projects get support and funding from the Thai government and also from the EU. 
The projects are mainly focused on environmental protection.  
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When Institute C is working with electrical and electronic companies, among them SMEs, 
they start from the focus on the CT and ISO 14001. Institute C also supports the industry with 
training about LCA and CT.  
 
Institute C is not working directly with the implementation of eco-design concept. However, 
they are working very close with Institute A and Institute B to set up the national database on 
the inventory of basic materials which is important for LCA. Institute C is working more with 
the preparatory work that needs to be done before the eco-design concept can be implemented 
successfully. By building up the knowledge and skills about CT and EMS at Thai companies, 
Institute C is helping the companies to build the ground for a successful implementation of the 
eco-design concept.  
 

4.4.5 Other kind of support 
Both Institute A and Institute B are working to support the SMEs with knowledge and 
training and test equipment for RoHS compatibility and besides the support there are also 
some other activities to support the LCA and eco-design work for the companies. One 
University in Thailand plan to translate software and methods in Thai versions. For instance 
they plan to translate SimaPro to a Thai version and distribute it in Thailand. Along with this, 
Thailand Research Fund has provided funding to another University in Thailand. Institute A 
only generates inventory data and in order to get inventory data to combine everything into a 
national database the University is working on collecting data from inventory data from 
previously LCA studies together with what Institute A will produce and put into a database 
management system. (Respondent [4]) 
 
To support the LCA work in Thailand the Thai LCA Network was built up by the Department 
of Mechanical engineering at one University in Thailand. It is a sort of information center and 
there are annual meetings of LCA community in Thailand. The network knows about the 
events, the news and the case studies. The network is continually asking for international 
consultants and according to many respondents this network is a good help for LCA and eco-
design in the future. (Respondent [4]) 
 
New voluntary networks has been established, one with the name “ThaiRoHS” or “ThaiRoHS 
Alliance,” to organize efforts to help one another, reducing repeat or redundant 
implementation, leveraging minimum requirements and providing guidelines for SMEs. One 
company in the research uses this network to get new updates about product regulations 
(Hengrasmee, 2006a) 
 
Some research institutes and Universities have research project on eco-design such as Institute 
A, Centre A and Centre B (see Table 2). 
 

4.5 Thai RoHS and Thai WEEE 
Today Thailand does not have any special environment regulations and laws regarding 
electrical and electronic products. Like other countries in South-East Asia there are no 
regulates similar to the EU RoHS and EU WEEE. The most focus is on the Thai-RoHS which 
seems to be similar to the EU RoHS and on the whole just translated. If Thailand has their 
own regulates the Thai companies can also comply the EU Directives automatically when 
they comply the Thai regulates.  
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There was a Thai WEEE project 3-4 years ago but because of political problems Thailand still 
does not have a WEEE Directive. Institute A is together with some other institutes working on 
Thai WEEE and a proposal was sent to the government during 2006 but became rejected. 
According to the respondents the Thai WEEE will be finished and implemented during 2007. 
WEEE Directive is not anything that will affect the companies in the research when they only 
produce product parts. One reason why Thai WEEE is important is that due to the lack of this 
kind of regulation on producer responsibility, result in that companies can not export to 
markets that have these kinds of Directives, e.g. the EU. Another consequence is that 
countries without those kinds of Directive are exporting to Thailand with the result that 
Thailand are importing a lot of products that the country has to take care of (Respondent [6]). 
By implementing Thai WEEE the amount of electrical and electronic waste can be reduced in 
the country. At the moment there is no official work on Thai EuP or Thai REACH. 
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5 Discussion 
 
This chapter brings up the most important results of the research and discusses them. In this 
chapter the research method, the increasingly environmental demands, the fact that eco-
design is a dynamic process, lack of raw data, knowledge, resources and suitable tools, 
possibilities to implement the eco-design concept, the importance of support and steering 
tools are discussed. The chapter ends with a summarized discussion were the discussion is 
connected with the research questions. 
 

5.1 Research method 
By using a qualitative research method and qualitative interviews for the collecting of data in 
this research makes it impossible to draw any general conclusions (Kvale, 1996). There has 
been a small number of respondents at each company in the research and a relatively low 
number of participating companies which results in low external validity of this study. 
However, the aim with the research was to get a picture how SMEs in Thailand that develop 
and manufacture electrical and electronic products works and to be a basic fact for another 
project.  
 
The choice of respondents for the interviews is very important for the validity. The 
respondents were chosen in consideration with their positions at the companies. The 
companies in their turn were chosen because of their participation in the eco-design projects 
and were the only companies that were considered to have the right conditions for this kind of 
research. The fact that the author lived in Thailand during the research and became familiar 
with the culture have increased the validity in form of better understanding and less risk of 
misunderstanding because of cultural differences.  
 

5.2 Increasing environmental demands and requirements 
The increasingly stringent legal and customer requirements related to environmental and 
social issues in the global electrical and electronic industry are being a reality for the SMEs in 
Thailand. The environment demands for the companies in the research are mainly from the 
international market i.e. the EU market and the EU RoHS and EU WEEE. There are also 
some informal environment requirements; that some customers normally want to know the 
specification of the energy using of the product but not so many requirements about weight 
and size. The SMEs in this research are being affected either direct or indirect by the EU 
RoHS. This kind of environment demands are still missing from some customers, especially 
from countries where product related regulates similar to EU Directives are missing. But the 
EU market is not going to be the only market with regulates similar to the EU RoHS in the 
future. Japanese manufacturers have been reducing lead levels for 3 or 4 years and, in the US, 
California's existing law may broaden to cover the entire scope of the EU's RoHS Directive. 
Many other countries like South Korea and other US states are initiating legislation now as 
well. China RoHS will have its effective date 1st March 2007 (Design Chain Associates, 
2007). The five companies in the research and other companies in Thailand have to face the 
fact that they soon will have similar product related environmental requirements from these 
countries and markets too. The companies in the research seem to be aware of this situation 
even though the focus is on the EU regulations because it is the only market at the moment 
that demands these kinds of regulations. 
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5.3 Eco-design a dynamic process 
In this situation with low customer demands regarding the environment it is likely that 
environmental issues are treated as time-consuming and unnecessary in today’s increasing 
competition and time pressure to deliver products to costumers. There is evidence that this is 
not the case for the companies in the research. These companies feel that they have to focus 
more on eco-design and product related environmental work and they do not see this as time-
consuming, they see it as a must for them for staying in business.  
 
The changes the companies in the research and other SMEs now have to consider seeking 
RoHS compliance is by introducing new materials and modifying traditional manufacturing 
processes. Jim Brown, VP of product innovation and engineering research, Aberdeen Group, 
says in the article Companies still ill-prepared for compliance (2006) that many companies 
around the world are investing in becoming RoHS-compliant, but many are handling it as a 
‘one-off’ effort and not in a systematic, repeatable way. Brown means that they do not have 
the audit trails. Because of that, when the next requirements come along, they are going to 
have to deal with them again and again if they have not dealt with them in a systematic, 
repeatable way. ”Companies need to build regulatory compliance into the design cycle in all 
phases. You need to be able to design for compliance as products and regulations change,” 
Brown says. This is important to be aware of for the companies, especially for the SMEs in 
Thailand because environment aspects and demands are relatively new for them and they do 
not have so much experience working with this kind of projects. More or less the SMEs in the 
research think that the environment is a new issue that they should consider and it is important 
now for the SMEs that have been a part of these eco-design projects that they do not see this 
as a one-off effort. There are positive signs that this is not the case for the companies. The 
companies are really trying to work more with this concept and moreover, the companies that 
only have worked with conceptual design have now decided to invest and continue the work 
on the point where the eco-design projects ended.  
 
Eco-design is a dynamic process. Working with eco-design today or even tomorrow means it 
might be a change in technology and economic conditions. In one of the two eco-design 
projects that have been studied one company was trying to modify their components and 
change the copper to something else. Before the project started the copper was not that 
expensive as it is today so that option was not justified in terms of economic reasons. Today 
copper is three or four times more expensive but in terms of eco-design that choice of 
changing from copper to another material is justified now (Respondent [6]). Eco-design is a 
continuous process and about continuous improvements. Therefore it is important for the 
SMEs to be updated on standards and regulates. The companies are handling that by sending 
staff to activities and training that are arranged by Institute A and Institute B. Some 
companies also mention that they use other channels, e.g. certified companies, and the new 
Thai RoHS club which informs them about updates and news. They are trying to build up 
networks in order to receive information about changes and for support. By participating in 
the eco-design projects the companies have started to build up these networks. 
 

5.4 Lack of raw data, knowledge and resources 
The five SMEs in the research see many advantages in working with the eco-design concept 
but to reach these there are some obstacles and problems that have to be overcome. During 
the eco-design projects there have been difficulties about collecting LCA data for the 
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companies to do the LCA and implement in the SimaPro. There have been difficulties for the 
companies to receive data from their suppliers, finding the right people who know this field 
and also problems since there is no national database available in Thailand. The lack of raw 
data perhaps not depends on the lack of interest or closed data. Many suppliers probably do 
not have enough knowledge about the quantity of material. Perhaps this depends on the lack 
of material knowledge and resources to declare the materials. According to the respondents 
from Institute C many companies in Thailand do not have the information about the material 
that they use, for example the amount of chemicals in one component. Because of this they 
cannot declare this to their costumers and they can not improve themselves because they do 
not know the information about it. If the companies have problems with the collecting of the 
LCA data they will have problems to manage the LCA and it will also cause problems for the 
companies to investigate the amount of material. The lack of data and knowledge is an 
important supply chain question. Knowledge needs to be transmitted in supply chains and the 
cooperation needs to be improved. One problem for one company in the research was that 
because they are a SME and only order relatively small quantities, they will buy from 
suppliers even if they can not receive that kind of information. They do not feel that they are 
in a position to be able to influence their suppliers to start with eco-design.  
 
The companies see benefits with the eco-design concept. They see a chance to lower the costs, 
which is important for them because the price is the most prioritised. They think they can 
comply for the increasing number of regulations with the help of eco-design and also for the 
environmental concerns, both globally and locally. There is a strong motivation among the 
companies in the research to start working more with the eco-design concept. The problem is 
the lack of experience and knowledge of the implementation and resources to do it. The 
participation in the eco-design projects are the first official product related environmental 
work they have been involved in resulting in a lack of experience in the field. The companies 
in the research are in a phase of training and testing phase how new environmental demands 
and requirements will affect their product development process. They are aware that they 
have to put this in the normal process and this in its turn will result in some consequences for 
them, e.g. they have to think about the manufacturing process and they can not use some 
material any longer because of RoHS. One solution to this is to find new suppliers or do the 
new processes that are needed by their own. One problem is knowledge about material and 
the difference between materials, e.g. they have problems to know if one material is better 
then the other in an environmental perspective. One respondent says they need help and 
assistance from Institute A to manage that. Institute A has also set up work groups to work 
further with material issues, and especially Thai material and some components of Thai 
industry. There is a work going on to build up a national database on metal, plastics and other 
for support LCA and eco-design. This will take some years perhaps not be complete but at 
least it will contains some set of specific inventory data which ca be a help for the companies 
to easier see differences about material in an environmental point of view. But the companies 
still need help and consult assistance. 
  
According to many respondents there is a lack of skilled people and engineers with 
knowledge about the eco-design field in general at SMEs in Thailand. There are no 
departments in the companies that works specific with these kinds of questions. Instead it is 
the research and development and quality managers’ responsibility. Knowledge about the eco-
design concept is something that companies obtain at different seminars and workshops and 
not from their education at Universities. Teaching about LCA and eco-design is on an early 
stage of development at the Universities in Thailand mostly because the focus on the product 
design at Universities is more on the quality aspects rather than on environment aspects. 
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There is no specific eco-design training at this moment in any engineers’ education program; 
instead right now the focus is to educate the companies. Nevertheless there are eco-design 
courses that are on a development phase for engineers in the electrical and electronic industry 
(Respondent [6]). Engineers with knowledge about the eco-design are needed and will 
certainly be very attracted in the future. According to the report ASIA Eco-design Electronics 
(AEDE) country reports: Executive summary Thailand (2006) there is a risk that engineers 
that now will build up their knowledge about eco-deign are recruited to bigger companies and 
the SMEs then again will have problem with skilled staff. Here it can be a challenge for SMEs 
to keep the knowledge that they now are trying to obtain.  
 

5.5 Lack of suitable tools  
The selection of the most suitable eco-design tool and method for a specific case depends on, 
for example, the objectives of the assessment, the complexity of the product and the 
availability and quality of data. Life cycle Assessment (LCA) is an extremely powerful 
method for the implementation of life cycle thinking. It is a framework for assessing the 
environmental impact of the complete life cycle of a product. The LCA tool SimaPro has been 
used in the eco-design projects. The companies in the research have some complaints about 
the LCA tool SimPro which they think is a tool that is too expensive and complicated for 
them to use. Today there is a wrong impression among companies in Thailand that doing 
LCA is equal to use the SimaPro (Respondent [8]). One reason for that could be that one 
University promotes it much and SimaPro advertise itself because many talks about it and are 
using the SimaPro and it also contains a lot of useful databases on material and processes. 
Respondent [8] has worked as an expert in LCA during the eco-design projects and does not 
think the SimaPro is a “must” for the companies in the research and for other SMEs. If these 
companies know the concept they can do the stream lining of LCA on their own and do the 
calculations by using Excel or similar software. But understanding the LCA methodology is 
not the easiest part for the companies. Three different levels of understanding LCA could be 
distinguished (Respondents [8]).  
 

 
Figure 8 Three levels of understanding LCA 

 
1. Some people have learned about the terminology by reading some articles from magazines 

and they have visit some websites on the Internet and learned that this is the concept that 
are considered for a product’s whole life cycle (cradle to grave).  

 
2. The next level is to be able to understand the LCA results for which the technical 

background is needed. This means that there has to be an understanding on how the 
environmental consequences and the environment impacts can occur and how to access 
the level of impact. In order to do so a technical background is needed and can be a 
constraint for the persons who do not have enough background. 

 
3. For the highest level, to be able to carry out an LCA, a complete understanding of the 

LCA methodology is needed.  
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The companies in the research could be seen as having reached the second level of 
understanding the LCA. They have obtained the fundamental knowledge about LCA and with 
help of the eco-design projects they have got some experience how the tool SimaPro can be 
used. According to Respondent [8] the LCA methodology is not only the SimaPro. However, 
SimaPro is a powerful tool and can be helpful for LCA beginners to illustrate how LCA 
results can be presented and how to interpret the LCA results. Because of time pressure on the 
market and lack of resources companies seek shortcuts which can result in a wrong 
impression, e.g. that LCA can only be done using SimaPro. When someone offers software 
that can be used to evaluate environmental impacts, for example SimaPro, it can result that 
without knowing the theoretical background and the methodology of LCA, they will do some 
inputs and get some results without knowing what the results really shows them. There can 
also be a risk that the process of manage the results is not fully understood. 
 
However the SimaPro can be a powerful tool and there are some solutions for the high 
licenses of using the SimaPro in fully versions. Institute A has bought licenses and are also 
going to conduct training courses for SMEs. Institute A is going to be the main organisation 
to disseminate the knowledge about LCA software. Institute B also have SimaPro licenses and 
the SMEs have the possibilities to also go to Institute B for training and use the SimaPro. If 
the companies will have to go to Institute A and Institute B to use the SimaPro there are 
however some obstacles. For example one company in the research has almost a two hour 
drive by car to Institute B and according to Respondent [6] there are three things why this 
company will have difficulties going to Institute B: 
 
1. For the confidential part: how can they trust that the information about their products not 

will be public?  
2. They have just got a little education on the SimaPro software, and probably not know how 

to use is for the best result. 
3. Long distance to the institutes can hinder companies to travel and use the SimaPro at the 

institutes.  
 
The companies in the research are not likely able to do the LCA by themselves. They have 
limited resources and need tools and methods that are easy and cheap to use.  
 

5.6 Possibilities to implement 
Even though there are many obstacles for the SMEs in the research about knowledge and 
resources, there are also possibilities that also have to be shown. 
 
According to ISO 14062 the top management actions are needed to enable effective 
implementation of procedures and programs. This includes the allocation of sufficient 
financial and human resources and time for the tasks involved in integrating environmental 
aspects into product design and development. The SMEs in the study have a driving top 
management, e.g. owners, who see new technology, issues and regulations to implement 
which is an advantage for the companies. One respondent at one company says that 
everything comes from the owner and if the owner says that they do not care than the 
employees can not do anything. The respondents from the SMEs all think that their top 
management supports the eco-design projects. 
 
A management system like ISO 14001 can give the company structure and routines and aims 
to be reached and dependent on the systems that could be of quality or environment issues and 
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that can also influence the product development. According to ISO 14001, environmental 
management systems traditionally set the focus on cleaner production measures; however, 
there are also overlaps with eco-design. Hence, an environmental management system is an 
appropriate starting point to engage more in product related eco-design. There is now an era 
for Thai companies to adopt the ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 (Respondent [6]) and there are 
1322 companies that are certified by ISO14001 in Thailand in all kind of industry in Thailand 
(Respondent [11]). All the SMEs in the study are certified by them booth. The integration of 
environmental aspects into product design and development for the companies can then be 
supported by existing management systems. For the interviewed SMEs, their product design 
and development process is usually part of an existing management system, e.g. ISO 9001. 
For instance one company in the research uses flow charts and has regulation from ISO 14001 
and ISO 9001. The flow charts works as a work description for them. Another company has a 
well documented development process which mostly is a result of the certifications of ISO 
9001 and ISO 14001. With help of these existing routines and flowcharts the environmental 
aspects and product related activities could be incorporated according to the stages of the 
process.  
 

5.7 The importance of support 
The fact that the eco-design concept is new for the SMEs in Thailand and the difficulties in 
starting to implement it by their own result in need of support and help. In these eco-design 
projects the participating companies have received support and help from experts, e.g. experts 
provided by Universities. The results of the research have shown that there is a huge need of 
support and help for the SMEs in the research when the eco-design projects have finished. As 
one respondent at one company says “We need consult help to make sure we walk the right 
way and are on the right track”. This is also the reason why there has been a study about the 
infrastructure to support the SMEs which now is on the developing stage. The eco-design 
projects have been an important starting point, not only for the companies but also for the 
supporting parties for capacity building. The companies in the research think that the 
cooperation with Institute A and Institute B are working fine. To get consult help for the 
SMEs can be very expensive. One solution could be to increase the cooperation and 
communication between companies and Universities (Respondent [6]). There are some 
Universities that have projects together with Institute A called Intern Chip Projects (Interview 
with Institute C). The Universities send students to the industry (Institute A supports with 
money) to investigate problems and improve and implement the work with LCA and CT. 
They start with CT and then have the CT recommendations that the companies should start 
with. There are however more focus on CT and LCA then special eco-design activities. When 
new eco-design courses have started in the future, students could then do eco-design projects 
at companies as part of eco-design courses. That could result in both practical experience for 
the students and also support and learning experience for the companies. 
 
Bigger companies today have often found their way to meet RoHS standards. They have 
resources in form of money to invest and staff with knowledge. But medium and small 
factories are often not that lucky, as they may not have that much extra fund to buy expensive 
testing machines to control the substances in accordance with RoHS standard. Instead they 
need support and help for that. There is a risk that SMEs give up markets like the demanded 
European market. However there are no intentions that the companies in the research will give 
up markets but they are still in need of support to stay on the right track. 
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5.8 Steering tools 
The fact that product related environmental work is low prioritised in general among Thai 
SMEs (Respondent [6]) and there are low customer requirements about it makes it important 
with different kind of steering tools to force companies to prioritise it more.  
 
Mr. Greg Roberts, marketing vice president of EMA Design Automation points out in the 
article Beyond RoHS: The Greening of Global Markets (Conner, 2006) that the supply chain 
is the real driver in industry, not the regulations. There is a point in that when considering the 
increasing demands in supply chains today. Bigger companies are trying to have an 
environmental image and therefore are starting to increase the environmental requirements to 
their suppliers. Eco-design requires a pro-active approach, which involves having Original 
Equipment Manufactures (OEMs) work closely with suppliers. The SMEs in the research are 
in different positions in different stages in different supply chains and their suppliers vary to 
be local and also worldwide. At present moment they do not feel any special environmental 
driving power in these chains. Instead there is a lack of customer demands on environmental 
aspects and the customers and suppliers show low interest and have low knowledge about 
that. Some of the companies in the research are also connected to each other by using parts 
and components from each other. As a result of the pilot projects conducted at these 
companies these manufactures is recommended to do green supply chain management. The 
respondents at Institute C point out the difficulties for the SMEs in Thailand to start working 
with supply chain activities by themselves because of lack of knowledge and resources. 
 
According to the respondents from Institute C the government is the key to increase the 
awareness of environment consideration for the industry. One idea is that the government 
should support the industry by budget or policy or something that can be of help for the 
environmental work. For the Green Camp project there was an attempt to get the government 
to do something about the situation in Thailand, a starting point to build up the awareness and 
the knowledge about eco-design and LCA for the involved parties (Respondent [6]). By 
introducing the Thai RoHS and Thai WEEE could be a strategy of the government to support 
the industry to be able to sustain their business and it would also be an important steering tool. 
There are though some obstacles to introduce this kind of regulation in Thailand. First is the 
lack of enforcement of Thai regulations in Thailand according to many respondents. Secondly 
is to manage Thai consumers to bring back their products to the selling stores and producers 
instead of throw it away or sell it in second hand.  
 

5.9 Summarized discussion 
To summarize, the companies in the research are affected by the increasing regulations on the 
international market but in the moment the EU market is the only market these companies 
experience this kind of regulations and requirements from. The fact that the companies’ 
customers are mainly from South-East Asia and for the moment do not require this kind of 
environmental demands can result in a lack of driving powers and customer pressure in this 
area. The product related environmental activities become more voluntary and are of a pro-
active kind to be able to meet increasing environment demands and requirements from the 
market and the customers in the future. 
 
It is possible to separate the product related environment work at SMEs in Thailand in two 
different parts. First there is the work for the companies to comply the new regulations on the 
international market i.e. the EU Directives which now are a must for the companies in order 
to be able to export to EU and be chosen as a supplier. It is in this area the main investments 
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are made. The second is the eco-design activities and the product changes for instance 
reducing material and working more with life cycle thinking which is the heart of eco-design 
concept. There is an attempt from the supporting parties to teach the companies to conduct the 
eco-design activities and the eco-design projects both included education about the EU 
Directives and also LCA training. 
 
The new environmental demands and requirements force the companies to change their 
policy, manufacturing process, and their demands to their suppliers and investigate how they 
will have to change their routines and manufacturing process. There is evidence that the 
companies in the research are aware of the importance to integrate the new environmental 
aspects in their normal process. They are though uncertain how it should be done in practice 
and they consider themselves to be in an learning and training process.  
 
The eco-design tools that have been used during the projects were chosen because of their 
availability and their good demonstration ability. The companies think that the eco-design 
tools that have been used during the eco-design projects have been difficult to use by them 
and too complicated and there is a need of more simple and cheaper tools that are more 
suitable for their needs.  
 
The possibilities and advantages are many and there is a motivation to invest and develop the 
working process which began by their participation in the eco-design projects. It is important 
for the companies to be aware of the benefits of working with the eco-design concept that 
eco-design also represents a pro-active approach towards legal compliance and this is also one 
thing that has been noticed during the interviews with the SMEs. The respondents are very 
positive and think that the eco-design concept is good and will let the companies to know 
more about the possible environment impact their products and components may have. They 
see the use of eco-design concept as a chance to reduce costs, for the deciding process and the 
most important; to stay in business.  
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6 Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the conclusions are made from the research. Each research question is 
presented again and then the results connected to the question are presented. Research 
question 1 and 2 are combined because their conclusions are closely connected to each other. 
 
RQ1 and RQ2 How do SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and 
electronic products handle demands and in particular environmentally demands on their 
products and what are the demands and how are their relative importance? 
The companies in the research are mainly cost focused and the price is the most important 
customer demand. Because of their ISO 9001 certification there is a focus on quality and 
quality assurance. In present time there are low environment requirements from the research 
company’s customers accept from the customers in Europe. Although the companies in the 
research think it will increase in the future and there is evidence of attempts of preparedness 
and to work pro-active to be able to meet these requirements. Today the main focus is to 
comply with the EU RoHS which mostly is a driving power from the market, i.e. the 
European market. The companies are not affected directly of the EU WEEE as they generally 
only produce parts of products or components to finished products. One company mentions 
that the EU EuP and EU REACH can affect them in the future but there is no focus and work 
on these at the moment. The companies are trying to be updated of new regulates and 
standards and improve their knowledge by sending people to participate in seminars and 
workshops, e.g. arranged by Institute A and Institute B. Because of limited resources and high 
costs, third parties are used to receive information and to test for RoHS compliance.  
 
RQ3. How are product related environmental demands on products and components 
affecting the product development process at SMEs in Thailand that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products? 
The companies in the research do not have any clear answers on how the new environmental 
demands will affect their product development process. The companies are in a phase of 
learning and testing on methods and tools and how these demands and aspects on their 
products and product parts will affect the product development process. The companies are 
aware of the importance that the environmental demands and requirements are integrated in 
the normal process which they also are trying to do. But they have a lack of experience and 
knowledge about it. What they know is that they have to consider the manufacturing process 
and they can not use some material any longer. Perhaps they have to find some new suppliers 
or change the manufacturing process, e.g. they can not use any of the restricted substances 
according to the EU RoHS if they want to export to the European market.  
 
RQ4. What methods and tools for product development and product related environmental 
work is the SMEs using and how are they using them? (How are the results from the use of 
methods and tools utilized, i.e. how is the decision management process?) 
The main work for the companies in the research is to develop products, to correct the 
standards, to change, adjust and update standards. Because of the focus on the quality aspects 
the companies in the research are using different tools to ensure the quality. Usually they use 
different kind of test laboratories for routines and measurements and different kind of statistic 
programs and graphical programs like CAD and UNIGRAFIX for product design and 
modelling.  
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The product development process is well documented which is mainly a result of certification 
of the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. One company is using flow charts which function as a work 
description for them. There are no problems to adjust these flows from day to day if 
necessary. If the companies face a difficulty due to a certain matter they schedule a meeting 
with the involved people and discuss how the flow chart can be changed. Normally the 
decisions about product change and improvement comes from weekly meetings. The research 
and development managers are normally in charge of product development process and also 
have the possibility to decide for some changes. Bigger changes usually need decisions from 
higher instances in the hierarchy. 
 
In present time the research companies are not using any special eco-design tools except the 
tools that have been used and demonstrated for the companies by the supported parties within 
the eco-design projects, i.e. QFD Capture for QFDE and the LCA software SimaPro. In the 
eco-design projects these companies have worked in there has been a focus of measuring the 
environment impact that some of their products and product parts causes. In the eco-design 
projects the companies have mainly helped with the collecting of inventory data that are 
needed for the LCA and then the LCA team of experts provided by Universities has done the 
calculations and presentation of the program. Approximately 20 percent of the work has been 
done by the companies and 80 percent have been done by supporting parties. 
 
RQ5. What sort of user demands and needs do the SMEs in Thailand that develop and 
manufacture electrical and electronic products have on methods and tools in general and 
on eco-design methods and tools in particular? 
The new environmental demands and requirements have now been another aspect to consider 
for the research companies besides for example quality aspects. The fact that the companies in 
the research produce for the ISO standard result in that the methods and tools they are using in 
their product development process must be suitable for the routines and demands that follow 
with ISO certifications. By start using eco-design methods and tools they see some potential 
risks in for example reducing the material too much which can result in problems in 
engineering aspects, e.g. safety, mechanical and strength problem.  
 
There are some complaints that SimPro is too complicated and expansive to use by the SMEs 
themselves and there is an impression that LCA is the same as SimaPro. The SimaPro is seen 
as a very powerful tool and can be helpful for LCA beginner to illustrate how LCA results can 
be presented and how to interpret from the LCA results but the companies in the research are 
at the moment probably not ready to use it by their own. The eco-design tools need to be easy 
to use and not too expansive and they need to be suitable for their process. 
 
RQ6. What are the advantages, disadvantages and obstacles for the SMEs in Thailand that 
develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products when implementing the eco-
design concept?  
The companies see the benefits of implementing the eco-design concept for the deciding 
process, to declare the material and the most important usage is for the deciding process. 
Advantages for them are that the products by eco-design and material reduction will be 
smaller and cheaper which is very important for the companies because they are cost focused. 
They do not see the eco-design work as time consuming. Instead they see is a must for them 
to stay in business and keep market share.  
  
There are conditions and opportunities for the SMEs in the research to implement the eco-
design concept in their normal process. With help of routines and flowcharts the companies 
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are using in their product development process the environmental aspects and product related 
activities could be incorporated according to the stages of the process. They have a driving 
top management and owners, who see new technology, issues and regulations to implement. 
That is very important and can be an important factor for the companies when doing more 
eco-design projects in the future. The five SMEs participation in these eco-design projects 
have enhanced their capability in environmental management and eco-design, and they will be 
better placed to respond to compliance challenges and market opportunities. However their 
practical knowledge and experience are low and they are still in need of further support.  
 
Working with eco-design concept is new for companies in Thailand and especially the SMEs. 
During the eco-design projects some obstacles have occurred for the companies. There have 
been some problems to receive raw data from suppliers that are needed for the LCA and to 
declare the quantity of material in their product parts and components. There is a lack of 
knowledge about materials and how to decide what materials that are better then others in an 
environment aspect. There are in general low knowledge and experience about eco-design 
activities among the companies in the research. 
 
RQ7. What kind of support and help in working with product related environmental work is 
available for the SMEs in Thailand that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic 
products? 
Thailand have just started to build up the infrastructure to support the SMEs in Thailand to 
deal with the increasingly stringent legal and customer requirements related to environmental 
and social issues in the global electrical and electronic industry. Both Institute A and the non 
profit organisation Institute B offer education, training test opportunities for RoHS 
compliance. Institute A are also running some research projects and cooperates with other 
parties and institute, one of these are Institute C to set up a national material database which 
will be a help for LCA. Institute C is not working direct with support of eco-design; instead 
they help SMEs to build the ground with knowledge and skill about Cleaner Technology (CT) 
and Environmental Management Systems (EMS) for a successful implementation of the eco-
design concept. To support the LCA work in Thailand the Thai LCA Network was built up by 
one University and according to many respondents this network is a good help for LCA and 
eco-design in the future. New voluntary networks has been established, one with the name 
“ThaiRoHS” or “ThaiRoHS Alliance,” to organize efforts to help one another, reducing repeat 
or redundant implementation, leveraging minimum requirements and providing guidelines for 
SMEs.  
 
SMEs in Thailand who are not attached to mother companies and can be informed about EU 
legislation and also about implementation by them are quite on their own. The companies in 
the research do not have that kind of information channels. But they have associations (like 
Institute A and Institute B) to get support from. The communication between the SMEs and 
Institute A, Institute B and other associations is very important for the SMEs. The companies 
in the research all thinks the communication with these associations is good which probable is 
a result because of the eco-design projects.  
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7 Recommendations and further research  
 
This chapter is built up on the research results, the consequences of the results and how these 
results can be used. There are some recommendations for further work and research which 
have been concluded.  
 
In this research there is evidence of lack of knowledge and resources which are global 
problems among SMEs working with product related environmental work. The most obvious 
problem and obstacle for the SMEs in this research are the lack of experience in the eco-
design field. These eco-design projects are the first official projects of this kind for these 
companies and they are also the first official projects representing all the SMEs in the 
electrical and electronic industry in Thailand. For that reason there is a lack of successful 
projects in this area. At the moment there is of big concern of evaluating the eco-design 
projects. This is important not only for the participated companies but also for all parties that 
have been involved. Successful results and benefits with the eco-design projects need to be 
presented and emphasised. These demonstrating and pilot projects are important for the SMEs 
in the research but also for other SMEs in Thailand to beat a path for other eco-design projects 
in the future. It is also important that the experience of both successful and less successful 
methods and results are evaluated to find possible improvements and also point out successful 
methods and tools.  
 
To be able to carry out the eco-design projects by themselves the SMEs in the research will 
need further support and help. There is a need to find eco-design tools and methods that are 
suitable for their available resources and needs. Eco-design checklists or guidelines are not 
used by the research companies. These kinds of checklists are easy to use and less education 
is needed. The companies only need to find checklists and guidelines that are suitable for their 
special needs and eco-design strategies, e.g. if they want to reduce the use of material or 
energy consumption then they need guidelines and checklists that can help that work. 
Checklists and guidelines can be very useful as a guide and a way make sure that no 
environmental aspects will be forgotten. 
 
As have been discussed about the plans to start eco-design courses for students in electrical 
and electronic engineering programs at Universities in Thailand. These courses can for 
example contain student projects with the industry. That could result in both practical 
experience for the students and also support and learning experience for the companies. 
 
A good help for the integrating of environment aspects in their product design and 
development process could be the ISO 14062. It is a guideline that is created for all kinds and 
sizes of companies and the focus is to give recommendations how environment aspects could 
be integrated in the product development work. It can be about choice of material, less energy 
consumption for the product or to increase the life length. This guideline was not familiar at 
any of the research companies.  
 
This research does not only show obstacles and problems for the SMEs, it also shows that 
there are positive conditions for the companies to work further on with the product related 
environmental work that have been officially started with these eco-design projects. By 
participating in the eco-design projects the companies have been experience important 
knowledge and they have created networks that can be very useful for them in the future. 
These networks and channels of resources and knowledge should now be maintained and 
developed further on. 
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SMEs that develop and manufacture electrical and electronic products around the world have 
been an important target group for research about eco-design and implementation of the 
concept for many years. This research addresses a wide perspective and hopefully this 
research can be a basic ground for further research. Fields that can be studied in more depth 
are for example: 
 

- finding more suitable and cheaper eco-design tools for the SMEs which are easier to 
use 

- finding guidelines that can be a help with the integration of environmental aspects in 
the product development process 

- finding ways for the SMEs to use the results from the eco-design tools for the decision 
process 
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Appendix 1 EU legislation summary 
 
The EU Directives regarding Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous Substances Directive 
(RoHS), Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive WEEE and Eco-design of 
Energy-using Products Directive (EuP) are summarised by Schischke et al. (2005) in a very 
simplified way about the extent main content, and relevance of these three Directives for 
SMEs in the electrical and electronic industry. This EU legislation summary is based on the 
Directives written by European Commission.  
 
Table 5 EU legislation summary: EuP, WEEE, RoHS (part 1) 

 

EuP  WEEE  RoHS  

Target  

Optimise the whole product life cycle  

Consideration of environmental effects in 
the life cycle phases  

Improving end-of-life 
management for electronics  

Implementing extended 
producer responsibility  

Restrictions of hazardous substances from 
electrical and electronics equipment. The 
restricted substances are lead, mercury, 
cadmium, chromium-VI, PBB and PBDE 

Scope / Product groups  

In general:  

 products which represent a 
significant volume of sales and 
trade, involve a significant 
environmental impact, and 
present a significant potential 
for improvement  

 
Product groups under discussion for 
implementing measures:  

 electric motor systems 

 heating and water heating 
equipment  

 lighting in both the domestic and 
tertiary sectors  

 office equipment  

 domestic appliances  

 HVAC (heating ventilating air 
conditioning) systems  

 consumer electronics  

 
 Electrical and 

electronic tools (with 
the exception of large-
scale stationary 
industrial tools)  

 Lighting equipment 

 Large and small 
household appliances  

 IT and 
telecommunications 
equipment  

 
 Consumer equipment  

 Toys, leisure and 
sports equipment  

 Medical devices  

 Monitoring and control 
instruments  

 Automatic dispensers  

 

 
 Large and small household 

appliances  

 IT and telecommunications 
equipment  

 
 Consumer equipment  

 Lighting equipment  

 Electrical and electronic tools 
(with the exception of large-scale 
stationary industrial tools)  

 Toys, leisure and sports 
equipment  

 
 Automatic dispensers  

 
 (Currently exempted: Medical 

devices, Monitoring and control 
instruments; see WEEE)  
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Table 6 EU legislation summary: EuP, WEEE, RoHS (part 2) 
EuP  WEEE  RoHS  

Status and deadlines  

Framework Directive adopted in 
principle by Council and European 
Parliament in April 2005  

For single product groups specific 
Directives will be adopted, based on 
the EuP  

Voluntary agreements by industry 
may be considered as alternatives, 
under certain conditions  

Directive 2002/96/EC of 27 January 
2003  

Published in Official Journal February 
13, 2003  

EU member states transpose WEEE by 
August 13, 2005 (April 2005: deadline 
will be missed by most EU members)  

Take-back logistics to be established by 
August, 2005 (postponed in some 
countries)  

Recycling quotas to be met by End of 
2006  

Directive 2002/95/EC of January 27, 
2003  

Commission Decision 2004/249/EC 
of March 11, 2004  

EU member states transpose WEEE 
by August 13, 2005 (April 2005: 
deadline will be missed by most EU 
members)  

Restrictions came into effect July 1, 
2006  

Review of exemptions undertaken by 
European Commission  

Requirements  

Setting up an eco-profile of the 
product may be required by the 
implementing measures  

Design control or appropriate 
environmental management system in 
place  

CE marking requires EuP conformity  

Generic (“improvement”) and specific 
(“limit values/ thresholds”) 
requirements to be defined in follow-
up Directives (implementing 
measures)  

"Distributor" or "producer" are obliged 
to follow the requirements, not of direct 
relevancy for (component) suppliers  

Separate Collection ≥ 4 kg per 
inhabitant and year from households 
(per country)  

Specific recovery/recycling/ reuse 
quotas per product category  

Producers finance recycling  

Producers have to offer an appropriate 
take-back solution for B2B customers  

Producers are obliged to submit to 
recyclers all relevant information for 
proper recycling  

Restrictions of RoHS-6 substances in 
all products within the scope put on 
the market after June 30, 2006  

(certain exemptions applicable)  

Eco-design relevancy  

EuP implements IPP  

Product design has to be improved 
considering the whole product life 
cycle  

Product design should not hinder 
dismantling, recovery, and reuse 
(priority on reuse and recycling of 
WEEE, their components and materials) 

Products should be designed for easy 
disassembly of critical components 
(PCBs, batteries, brominated flame 
retardants containing plastics, …)  

Producer has to pay for recycling, thus, 
recyclability is an economic issue  

Product material content has to be 
known at least regarding RoHS-6 
substances  

Supply chain communication needed 
regarding legal compliance  

Reduction/elimination of hazardous 
substances  
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Appendix 2 Possible phases in the product 
development process and actions related to the 
integration of environmental aspects 
 
Planning 
The planning stage of the product design and development projects encompasses planning and 
formulation of product requirements while considering the time frame, the budget available, 
the need of resources and further on. Suitable environment activities should be a part of this 
plan (ISO/TR 14062, 2002).  
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Clarify: what is the product idea? 
 What are the priorities (economical, technological, and ecological) for this product? 
 Is it a totally new product or a product improvement (when planning a product 

improvement, the former generation might be an appropriate benchmark) 
 What is the overall and environmental company strategy? 
 Status quo: what eco-design activities can already be based on? – using the cross links 

to Environmental Management Systems (EMS) 
 Consider business environment: Customer/market needs, legislation, eco-label 

planned, market niches, competitors' products 
 

Conceptual Design 
The goal of this stage is to realize the requirements for the product, based on the insights 
gained in the planning stage and the approaches selected. The design ideas and requirements 
as developed in the planning stage, ideally give indication as to the environmental goals for 
the product and focus on its environmental aspects (ISO/TR 14062, 2002). 
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Integrate eco-design aspects when drafting the specification (hard and soft criteria) 
 Check feasibility (technological, financial) 
 Apply guidelines, checklists, etc. to refine the specification 
 Communicate with supply chain 

 
Detailed Design 
In this stage, the concept(s) is (are) developed further to meet the product design specification 
and to specify the product prior to production or introduction into service. Depending on the 
complexity of the design and development process, the number of participants (and their areas 
of expertise) involved in this stage can vary (ISO/TR 14062, 2002). 
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Apply eco-design tools and related data bases 
 Find alternatives for problematic materials 
 Develop life cycle scenarios for a better product understanding 
 Design for assembly/disassembly 

 
Testing/Prototype 
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This stage includes important milestones in the product development process, and is an 
opportunity to interact with production planning and detailed process engineering. Prior to 
and parallel to prototype evaluation, testing can occur on multiple levels, including material 
properties, wear resistance, functionality, quality, lifetime, as well as on different elements, 
such as processes and components. Prototype evaluation and testing is an opportunity to 
check the detailed design against environmental targets and other specifications (ISO/TR 
14062, 2002). 
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Benchmark with former product generation 
 Targets achieved? 

 
Production and market launch 
Market launch involves the delivery of the product to the market place. This stage includes 
presenting and communicating information on the product’s features and benefits to 
encourage customers to purchase or procure the product. At market launch, the product’s 
relevant environmental aspects can form the basis of a marketing approach (ISO/TR 14062, 
2002). 
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Communicate environmental excellence of the product (customer group specific) 
 Communicate related features: quality, life cycle costs 
 Raise awareness among consumers 

 
Product Review 
After market launch, the organization can conduct a review intended to find out whether the 
expectations of the organization, customers etc. have been met. Feedback and criticism from 
customers and other stakeholders are an important information source for the organization to 
improve its current or future products, as well as the design and development process (ISO/TR 
14062, 2002, 21-22). 
 
Eco-design activities (adapted from ISO/TR 14062, 2002): 

 Evaluate success of the product (which arguments really counted for the customer?) 
 Identify further improvements for next product generation 
 Which innovations are next (internally and on the market)? 
 What are the competitors doing? 
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Appendix 3 First official eco-design projects for 
SMEs in electrical and electronic industry in 
Thailand 
 
Green Camp Project 
The Green Camp Project is the first project in Thailand for eco-design and LCA capacity 
building activities. The background for Green Camp project was that there was an attempt to 
get the government to do something about the situation in Thailand where SMEs in electrical 
and electronic industry have to be aware and meet increasingly stringent legal and customer 
requirements related to environmental and social issues from the EU, Japan and the US. It was 
an important starting point to build up the awareness and the knowledge about eco-design and 
LCA for the involved parts. The Green Camp Project is a project mostly financed by the 
government in Thailand with the objectives (Information from handouts about Green Camp 
Project and interviews): 
 

• To disseminate the knowledge on Clean Technology (CT), Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) and eco-design to 1,000 persons in SMEs and related organisations. 

• To give consultation to 10 SMEs by using Cleaner Technology concept. 
• To conduct two demonstration projects for green product development 
• To create networking among experts, industrial persons and stakeholders. 

 
The main organisations in the project are: 

• Institute A 
• Institute B 

 
Institute A and Institute B are almost splitting the responsibility of the project in half and the 
two national institutes have their own parts of the project that they are responsible for and 
other parts they are splitting the responsibility 50/50.  

 
The supporting organisations are: 

• Department of industrial Works: They are working close to the industry and are 
the one who sort of control the industry. One reason to get them involved and 
participate is to be able to know what the industry should do in the future. 

• Academic research and industrial support centre: An academy that provide 
experts in mostly LCA and Cleaner Technology (CT) knowledge. 

• Academic research and industrial support centre: Same as above 
• Academic research and industrial support centre: Same as above and they also 

provide experts on eco-design concept. 
• Institute C: Sets the directions and make a lot of research in this area and the 

involved parties in the project will receive some comments from them. 
 
The project consists of three Camps: 

 Pre Camping: The project started with 15 persons who went to Japan for training 
program about Ecodesign, LCA and CP (Clean Products) during ten days. There was 
also a database development of electronics parts. Moreover, manuals and materials 
were created for practising on CT/LCA/eco-design on the next phase of the project 
which is Green Camp. 
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 Green Camp: During this part the recently educated persons who went to Japan would 

teach 200 persons in their turn. After this period of further education the Green Camp 
Practise (Eco-Practice) starts up with workers and related personal training. The aim is 
to educate another 1,000 persons. There are factory consultations (10 factories) and 
two demonstration Projects at: 

 Company 1 (see Table 4):  
 Company 2 (see Table 4):  

 
 Post-Camping: The third Camp, the Post Camping, is hold during the 2nd year of the 

project. The aim in this camp is professional practices of eco-design at the industrial 
level following the study of a technology roadmap.  

 
An overview of the contents of the Training Curriculum is: 

  - Sustainability concept 
  - Green Production/consuption/supply chain 
  - ISO 14062, 14020, 14040 
  - Environment Law and regulations 
  - CT 
 

About Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
 - Introduction to LCA/History 
 - LCA methodology 
 - Goal and Scope 
 - Inventory/ input-output/ allocation 
 - Impact assessment 
 - Interpretation 
 - Case studies 
 - LCA software practice 
 
About eco-design: 
 - Introduction to eco-design/ DfE 
 - Eco-design tools 
 - Eco-design strategy 
 - Product design and improvement 
 - Case studies 
 - Eco-design software practice 
 
Industrial visits 
 - Companies practising eco-design/ DfE/ LCA/ CT 
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Capacity Building on Life Cycle Analysis and Eco-Design for Institute B  
As mentioned earlier about Institute B they were during 2006 running two projects which 
were finished in the end of 2006. One of them was the Capacity building for electrical and 
electronic SMEs on LCA and eco-design. The background for these projects is the fact that 
the new EU Directives, e.g. EU RoHS and WEEE could cause problems for suppliers in 
Thailand. These suppliers which often are SMEs perhaps can not comply with the EU 
regulations which then can cause problems for the companies that use these suppliers. One of 
these projects contains different activities such as initial training in EU (Denmark) for experts 
from the Institute B, internal meetings of Institute B experts for transfer of knowledge and 
communication seminars. The actions were particularly aimed for 12 technicians within the 
Institute. There were also four pilot projects at four factories. The aim with the pilot projects 
was to show how to use eco-design tools in order to change the product in a more 
environmentally friendly way. For the pilot projects the research companies were involved in 
the brainstorming and have later on provided information and data that have been presented to 
the experts provided by the Universities. There has approximately been an 80/20 situation 
where the most work have been done by the experts from the involved parties (Respondent 
[6]). Three of the pilot projects and the application of eco-design and LCA were done at three 
of the companies in the research, Company 3, 4 and 5 (see Table 4). This project aims to help 
Thai SMEs for market access in the EU market and also facilitate trade development between 
EU and Thailand. 
 
The overall objectives with this capacity building project are (Special Seminar Institute B 
(2006); booklet about Capacity Building on Life Cycle Analysis and Eco-Design for Institute 
B, 2006): 
 

1. Promote LCA and eco-design among Thai manufacturers of electrical and electronic 
products 

2. Reduce the amounts of waste from electrical and electronic products in Thailand and 
Europe 

3. Reduce the amounts of dangerous chemical substances contained in electrical and 
electronic products manufactured in Thailand 

4. Increase the potential of Thai manufactures of electrical and electronic products to 
access to the EU markets. 

 
The proposed action mainly aims at building the capacity of Institute B to support Thai 
manufactures of electrical and electronic products for the application of LCA and eco-design. 
 


